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One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers
The News has won awards for outstanding excellienc• every year 11
has beim submitted in judying contests.
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Our Banana Festival Is A Recipe For
Making Peace With People In Our Time

hands with his young host,
Edison Fernando Ortiz (right) shakes
of this Country Club Courts.
Reed
SeIden
Mrs.
John Reed, son of Mr. and
representing his country in the InAs an Ecuadorean student, Ortiz is
ternational Banana Festival activities.

Civic Music
Association
Ticket Sale
Tickets are now available for the
Civic Music Association Concert
Series which entitles the purchaser
to attend in Murray, Paducah,
Martin and Paris, Tennessee. The
adult tickets are $7.50 and student
tickets are $4.00. They may be obtained by contacting Bob Wyatt at
the Quality Shoe Store in Mayfield.
The Paducah Series schedules
Liebeslieder Waltzer for October
Opera
Grand
Goldovsky
19;
Theatre for November 28; Four Do
Dancing for February 7, 1967 and
the Indianapolis Symphony Orchcotta for February 27, 1967.
Two of the three attractions ex.
petted to be featured this year by
the Murray Association are the
Chamber Symphony of Philadelphia
and the bass-baritone, William
Warfield. The third attraction is
not yet confirmed.

From Banan-a-rama '65
To Mid-South Fair '66
Trees Lou Hedge. South Fulton
senior and talented vocalist received a personal invitation from
Harlo McCall director of the MidSouth Talent Contest to appear
Sunday, September 25, at 7:30
p. m. in the New Youth Building at
the Memphis Fairgrounds.
Miss Hedge was top vocalist in
the 1965 Banan-A-Rama contest
and has received many awards for
her talents In this area.

come.
One specific undertaking of the
Communist Party is to infiltrate the
"little people," the "young people,"
and to strike at the heart of the
schools, colleges and universities and
prey upon the minds of the leaders of
tomorrow. This is communism at
work. It is to be fought not only in
other countries, but our own as well
and, thanks be to God, it ;s being
fought, though not yet to its fullest

Went due to the apathetic attitude of
many'of our citizens.
Through the festival program,
we reiterate what has been said time
and time again, a people-to-people relationship is being established betkveen our country and the LatinAmerican countries. This puts us on a
first name basis with people who are
cpnstantly courted by communism.
The Banana Festival is not simply a big carnival and dancing in the
streets, it is a true example of what
can be done in a democracy. It says
tb these visitors,"We are glad to have
you any time. You are not barred
om public buildings; required to
register as you enter each town;
cameras are not taken away; news is
easily accessible. If you work here,
you are not required to work at a specific position for an indefinite period.
If you live here, you may live anywhere that suits your interest and
your income; as a citizen you may run
for public office or you may write,
study any type of government or religion or even atheism if you like.
This, dear Latin-Americans, is a free
Continued on Page"13

SENIOR CITIZENS MEET
Senior Citizens will meet this atternoon, Thursday, September 22,
at the First Methodist Church at
2:30 p tn. The ladies will begin at
9:30 a, m. on a Christmas quilt that
will be for sale. All interested persons are urged to attend.

Mrs. Malcolm Cross, First Instrict governor of the Kentucky
Federation of Woman's Clubs will
speak to the Clinton Younger Woer,
n
erpp22
su
telputeekmb
g, S
at the

Counselor Stuart Voelpel
Hart Hall, the largest men's residence at Murray State University has selected Stuart G. Voelpel, son of Mr. ann Mrs. Walter
Voelpel of Fulton to serve as
Counselor. Stuart, a sophmore is
guys" enjoying a rest before the storm. Here South Fulton Polic-e Chief
majoring in pre-medicine and has You're looking at a couple of "good
Richard Myatt map out plans for the greatest traffic problem ever
three
than
Chief
Police
higher
a
maintained
Gary Wright end Fulton
point average. He is a member of presented in the Mid-South. Both officers are "are all squared away" with their handling of the more than
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Annual International Banana Festival.
50,000 people expected next week for the Fourth
"We Like Bananas"

The Story Of The Old-Log Cabin As Old As It's Many Antiques
An old log house on the east side
0; the Martin Highway, the home
of Robey's Antiques, may look just
like an old log house, but it has
Fr en more than a century of progress as it stands erect, a tribute to
its builder who carved the numhers 1858 into one of its stair
1 reads.
Architects from near and far
stone to study the double dovetailed construction of the yellow
poplar building. The ends of the
logs of this building were notched
and bevelled with a broad axe in
such an intricate manner that the
's corners became tighter and stronger as each log was stacked above
the other.
Although weather-beaten and unpainted, its logs still hold togeth-r
even more securely than when it
was first built. The floor joists are
hewn logs, as are the ceiling
beams. The rafters are peeled
poplar poles fitted with an axe.
The home was built upon the
land that was granted to Charles
Cathey, the father or grand-father
of Zachary Cathey who built the
home with the aid of his son Jimmy
Cathey. A clearing was made in
the forest of trees and the house
erected in the same position it
maintains today.
the double dove tailed poplar log building built
This home has run the gamut of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Robey are pictured On the porch of
Martin
on
the
Fulton
of
south
is located
human emotions from the heights
by Zachary Cathay in 111511. The building, owned by Bus Robeys,
of joy to the depths of sorrow and
Mildewsy.
many are the stories that have
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Amigos Call Twin Cities
Home With New Familier
he is stal. •
"My father is a doctor of chem- appropriate then that
of th
istry." Aid RUTH ASTUDIL110, ing with L. M. McBride
17. Through an interpreter we City National Bank.
"Studies here are alike to those
learned that he has a shop or an
.
office and that those in need of his of our country," said FERNANDO
"but we are required to take all
at ri ices call upon him.
with CARMEN the subjects all the way through
RUTH joined
and high school age." He continued to
UGALDE, ELENA JIJON
included
FERNANDO VlonEANO to sing a say that their studies
on the
Latin-American song to the ac- psychology and philosophy
and
companiment of a guitar played by high school level and that art
the
through
FERNANDO last Tuesday morning. music are also taught
systems.
The scene was similar to many school
FERNANDO is a student at the
teen-age scenes across the USA.
and he
It was Tuesday morning and the Central University of Quito
youngsters wore sweaters to pro- enjoys painting and writing as
tect themselves from the autumn
In regard to their state side apchill. We were on the sun porch of
the Gardner Studio, where ELENA pearance the girls remarked that
and ZOILA FILAR VITERI are they could purchase clothing similar to ours in their shops at home
staying with Carbilene Bolin.
MARCIA L. CUEVA, 17, who is and that they also had many dressstaying in the home of Carl Puck- makers.
The students are accustomed to
ett, Jr.. popped her lovely self in
the door and spoke graciously to all vegetables and fruits in abundance
of us and left again. Marcia enjoys and were somewhat surprised a'
tennis and foreign languages, es- how many of these items we havs
available in canned goods. Meat is
pecially French and English.
"Fulton is a pretty city," said not quite so abundant in then
ELENA in precise English, but country, but fish is always availdrifting back into her Spanish we able.
The youngsters concluded their
learned through our interpreter,
with another LatinFERNANDO, that ELENA is 18 interview
song about "who would
American
three
years old and that she has
brothers and three sisters. Her love them," and the answer to
father, Miguel Jijon, is in the wine that is, "we can all love you."
These are wonderful students,
making business in Quito.
CARMEN UGALDE is the 19- polite. well-bred, neat, intelligent
year-old daughter of a bookkeeper and interesting. Combine these
and office worker. CARMEN, who qualities with a fine sense of humor
_should be a contestant in the Prin- and a pleasant attitude and you
cess Pageant, is one of four sisters. have the most personable young
She also has a young brother. people you would want to meet
When CARMEN is married she anywhere.
EDUARDO VAZQUEZ. and
would like to return to Fulton for a
visit, for the people are so nice, CARLOS OLIVES joined Janie
and ELENA happily added, "in two Walker for a picture taking stint at
Cabana City last week.
or three years".
EDUARDO, 20, of lharra, EcuaFERNANDO, who cradled his
guitar in his arms, is the 21 year dor has studied art for six years
old son of Eduardo Moreano, who and is presently studying theater
(Continued on Page Eight)
is a bookkeeper for a bank. It is

Agricultural
Tour Planned
For Amigos

YOUNGER WOMAN'S CLUB

amta7n:oos
KFWC Fall Board Meets and meeting will be held
Sept. 25 At Owensboro American Legion halts.
Mrs. C C Lowry, Murray,
president of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs issues a call
for a fall board meeting to be held
September 25-27 at Gabe's Motor
Inn in Owensboro, Kentucky.
"Opportunities Unlimited," will
be the subject of the address of
Miss Chloe Gifford, past-president
of the General Federation of Women's Clubs. Dr. Ralph Tessener,
Dean of Murray Graduate School
will address the banquet on Monday evening.

( EDITORIAL )
While young men fight and die
upholding the United States policy in
Viet Nam, we here in Fulton and
South Fulton are having a Banana
Festival, indeed our fourth.
Some people who can see no
further than the nose upon their face
may say that this first statement
stands for itself as an admission of expensive frivolity in the face of existing disaster.
Others, with far-sighted vision,
look ahead to the efforts of LatinAmericans to uphold United States
policies in their own countries and resist communist efforts to over-power
their governments for generations to

TtlfRtE SECTIONS

Amigos Entertain
Rotarians Singin'
"Oh Susanna"

Rotarians thorought5 enjoyed the
The Extension Service, Soil ConService, Agricultural entertainment provided them by
servation
Stabilization and Conservation Ser- the Amigos at t .ir regular meetvice and the Fulton County Farm ing Tuesday noon and were pleasBuresu are sponsoring a farm tour antly surprised when the Amigos
to be held today. September 22, slipped from their Spanish songs
beginning at 1:00 p. m. The tour is into a fluent English rendition of
Radio Station "Oh Susanna."
cosponsored by
WFUL and has been arranged for
The talented students from south
the South American students visiting in the area so that they might of the border who so graciously
have a first hand view of the agri- performed for the group with their
singing, instrumentals and native
cultural area.
The public is cordially invited to dances were Fernando Moreano,
join the students on this tour but Rodolfo Enrique Pelaez, Pedro
they must furnish their own trans- Cornejo and Marcelo Velez.
portation. Student and chaperone
Other visitors were Terry Mctransportation has been arranged. Mahon of Union City, and Dick
Students are to meet at the band Cooper of Louisville. Visiting Rotarroom of the Fulton High School ians were Wilson Vaughan, Bob
today at 1:00 p. ni. and will pro- Glisson, and E. K. Jones of Marceed as follows:
tin and Wood Coots and Gene Olin1:30 p. m. - Burnette and Ilixson, tog of Paducah.
Willow Wildes Farm, registered
Guernsey dairy farm. Highway 94,' The president, Guy Upton annorthwest of Fulton.
nounced 100 per cent attendanco
2:15 p. m. • Charles E. Roberts for the previous week and Paul
to
house
hog production, farrowing
Westpheling reported that Debby
slaughter. Highway 239 near Four Bryant, Miss America last year
Points.
and Vicki Hurd, Miss 'renessee will
3:00 p. m. - Ken-Ten Angus appear for the beauty pageant the
Farms, registered beef cattle. On club is sponsoring in connection
with the International Banana FesState line road West of Jordan.
Westpheling also announced ,
- 3÷30 p. m. - Tour into row-crop tival.
ladies have registered
producing area cotton, soybeans that 37 young
contest.
and corn. Delta portion of County, for the
West of Hickman, beginning with
drive on top of levee.
5:30 p. ,m. • Return to Band
Room, Fulton High School.

been told of events that have transpired within its walls.
The first Mrs. Cathey to live in
the house, wife of Zachary, was the
mother of nine children. In addition to the chores of a pioneer
housewife, she was also a mid•
wife who travelled on horse back
to perform her duties.
Her heart ached in sorrow when
the Civil War tore at the core of
her family and it was not until her
son returned from the war that joy
became a part of her household.
The name "Granny" became so
much a part of this Mrs. Cathey
that her first name is lost in hisMiss and Mr, Fulton High
tory, but there are those who still
recall when "Granny" died.
Featureel in the Fulton High
It was a bitter cold winter when School annual this 1966-67 year
only the very hardiest of people will be Miss Janie Notes daughter
could come to sit up with the of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Notes and
corpse. A grandson said that it was Randall Roper, son of Mr. and
necessary to keep such a roaring Mrs. Lonnie Roper. The two senifire in the old fire place that the ors were electel Miss and Mr.
floor hoards were scorched. He Fulton High by the student body
said there was an open hall, or dog last week. They are also memtrot, (now enclosed) between the bers of the Kennel staff and coliving room and dining room and it editors of the annual.
was an ordeal that few would attempt to cross the ten feet of bitter cold to get to the kitchen for
food.
The Catheys are a hardy people, The "activities" map on
though. Originally they are from page five of this section. It
Scotland and they can trace their
referancestry back to 1721. Every year will be a handy guide
Cathey descendants gather at Paw ence for you as you visit

CLIP AND SAVE

(Continued an Puge zetpAO

Festival activities.

Retardation
Work Shop To
Be At Murray

A mental retardation workshop
will be held at Murray State University, Saturday, October 1, at
9:30 a. m. The program will be
based on the new approach to
mental health and mental retardation programs for region 1 which
include the area counties of Fulton, Graves and Livingston.
Dr. Dale II. Farabee. Commissioner of Mental Health, assisted
by members of his staff will present the implemention and answer questions concerning this.
The public is invited to join with
all those interested in the programs of mental health and retardation for this region.
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Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, September 22, 1966

The killing, in Chicago, of 8
nurses by Richard Speck with a knife
and by strangulation and the killing,
in Austin, of the 15 persons and
wounding of 31 others by Charles
• Whitman with a knife and a gun are
• tragedies of modern society. Both
killers were obviously deranged mentally, but man's knowledge of the human mind is so limited that even
• those with professional training in
psychiatry can only surmise the
- causes of their violent actions.
Almost any day one may pick up
a newspaper and find reports of violent deaths wrought with various inexample, knives,
struments, for
razors, silk stockings, axes, and guns,
by individuals who are described as
mentally disturbed. Certainly the
time is at hand to seek means by
which society can identify, treat, and
temporarily isolate such individuals.
Obviously, elimination of the instru'
.
; anent by which these crimes are committed cannot arrest the ravages of a
. psychotic murderer.
In our society it is a legal requirement for physicians to report to local
authorities those individuals with
communicable diseases so that potential sources of danger to society
can be identified. Likewise, physicians who treat gunshot wounds are
required to report the incidents to the
local police so-that proper authorities
can be alerted to a danger to society.
Certainly physicians who learn
of such dangers to society, - through
psychiatric interviews and-procedures, should be required to notify the
U S. Public Health Service or the police of the potential source of.danger.
The psychiatrist to whom Whitman turned earlier this year discloses
that*'during an interview Whitman
revealed his intent to climb the tower
of the University of Texas to shoot
those individuals he found below. In
this comment, society had a warning
that it did not heed. The consequence
was a terrible tragedy.
From the many news reports, it
is known that at the time of the
shootings in Austin, there were possibly physical sources of some of
Whitman's troubles. For example, the
autopsy has revealed the presence of
a tumor on Whitman's brain. News-

paper accounts have also revealed
that at the time of death, Whitman
had in his possession a supply of the
amphetamine dexedrine, sometimes
referred to as "goof balls". The easy
availability of drugs of these types
also must be seriously examined.
From the reports about the man
himself, Whitman is described as an
exemplary man—a former altar boy
in his church, a Boy Scout leader, an
above-average student, a good son and
husband. No provision of the Dodd
Bill (S. 1592) would have prevented
the young man Whitman from obtaining firearms by legal means. It is
recognized that no law could be formulated that would prevent a Whitman from obtaining firearms without
prohibiting firearms to all persons.
Certainly it is contradictory that
those who favor passage of the Dodd
Bill must first explain that the S.
1592 would not have prevented the
tragic shooting in Austin and then
urge its passage as a means to control
firearms.
Governor John Connally of Texas had a noteworthy comment:
"This man is dead, and my feelings have nothing to do with this particular instance, but we've reached
the point where we tend to coddle
our criminals. It's getting to the point
where a policeman no longer can feel
free to pursue his duties without fear
of attack.
"We need substantial tightening
of our laws dealing with criminals, as
far as they concern treatment of
crimes in this country."
Governor Connally said he was
in favor of constitutional rights for
accused persons "but these 15 people
who also died had some constitutional
rights, too. They had the right not to
be killed by some maniac."
The early identification, cure,
and treatment of 2 1-2 million mentally ill in the United States assumes
a new importance of tremendous dimensions. The National Rifle Association urges the Congress to fully study
the question and to analyze what appropriate steps can be taken to solve
the problem.

BIBLE DIGEST
"I was a father to the poor and
the cause Which I knew not I searched
out." Job 29:16
The world is in need of sympathetic minds and understanding
hearts.

What Is A Square Today?

"And they lifted up their voices,
and said, Jesus, Master have mercy
on us." John 17:13
No one cares for you like Jesus.
"Come unto me all ye that labor and
are heavy laden and I will give you
rest."
". . . never man spake like this
man." John 7:46
No one ever talked like Jesus,
no one ever walked like Jesus, no one
ever cared like Jesus.
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave, Fulton, Ky. 42041
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42941.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
the first of which was founded In MM.
Voted one of Kentucky's "Beet All Around"
Weekly Papers.
SubscripRon Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obleo end
Weaklay Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
Ms. United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 1% SOO* Tax.

THE WORLD IS MINE

Editors and Publishers

tilentally Ill and Firearms Legislation Is Considered

"The Lord shall guide thee continually." Isaiah 58:11
There is a way out through Christ
the door. "Him that cometh to me I
will in no wise cast out."

GP>, CORHEE

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING

The American Rifleman, Washington, D. C, September 1966.

Not too long ago someone walked
up to me and said, "You're a real
square." To many this would be an
insult and I suppose I felt that way
when he said it, but recently I read
something that made me proud to be
called "a square."
It used to be that a man who gave
a square deal was honest; he was
given a square meal if he was hungry;
and you shook hands by grabbing the
other ,guy's hand firmly and looking
him squarely in the eye.
But what is a square today? Perhaps in some circles he is one who
never learned to get away with cheating, one who volunteers just because
he wants to, the Joe that gets choked
up when he hears the band play
"America, the Beautiful."
This country was built by
squares. What if George Washington
had said, "Gentlemen, I'm honored.
But I do wish you would try someone
else. Let's say General Gates. I'm just
getting things organized at Mt. Vernon."
Most of us don't want to be
square because the opposite of square
is round, and being round is much
simpler, responsibilities roll off much
easier, and one can just roll down a
rut without any bumps.
Something terrible is happening
to this country—it is being run over
by round people. I know it is easy to
over-simplify terms but, I believe we
need to get out of this semantics rut
and be proud to be square.
— Jim Mokri

Today, upon a bus, I saw a lovely girl with golden hair.
I envied her, she seemed so gay, and wished I were as
fair.
When suddenly she rose to leave, I saw her hobble down
the aisle;
She had one leg, and wore a crutch; and as she passed - a
smile.
Oh, God forgive me when I whine;
I have two legs, the world is mine.
And then I stopped to buy some sweets. The lad who
sold them had such charm
I talked with him-he seemed so glad-If I were late
'twould do no harm.
And as I left he said to me,"I thank you, you have been
so kind.
It's nice to talk with folks like you. You see," he said,
"I'm blind."
0, God,forgive me when I whine;
I have two eyes, the world is mine.
Later, walking down the street, I saw a child with eyes
of blue.
He stood and watched the others play; it seemed he
knew not what to do.
I stopped a moment, then I said,"Why don't you join the
others, dear?"
He looked ahead without a word, and then I knew - he
could not hear.
Oh, God,forgive me when I whine
I have two ears, the world is mine.
With legs to take me where I'd go With eyes to see the sunset's glow With ears to hear what I would know Oh, God, forgive me when I whine;
I'm blessed indeed, the world is mine.
— Dot Aaron
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FULTON'S

t_Excmn7 Con-nen.
By Brenda Rowlett

A few weeks ago this article statesman, a humanitarian—, a great
patriot devoted to a lost cause,
focused on the adult biography
books. This week it will concern lived on in the hearts and minds of
men. This is a thrilling story of a
the juvenile biography books. These
books will be interesting for the courageous American who followed
school students to read and will a dream to its last frontier.
GAN'DHI, FIGHTER WITHOUT
also be good topics for their book
A SWORD by Jeanette Eaton. Moreports.
TECUMSEH, DESTINY'S WAR- handas Gandhi, one of the world's
RIOR by David C. Cooke. Tecum- greatest figures, has already beseh was the most extraordinary come a legend. In this book JeanIndian in American history. This ette Eaton shows him as a human
being. While still a young man,
Shawnee chief envisioned the
creation of the confederation of all Gandhi adopted the austere way of
that was his until the day he
living
the tribes of the North American
continent into one strong Indian died. He did not want comforts and
nation. For years he devoted all of luxuries when so many of his
his energies toward this purpose, countrymen lived in terrible poverattempting to hold his people's ty. He 'ate only the most frugal diet
land by diplomacy rather than and in his later years wore a peabloodshed. Had he succeeded in his sant's costume. But he himself was
purpose, he would have been the anything but austere. • Laughter
vk as to him life's most healing gift,
founder of an empire that rivaled in
glory that of Mexico or Peru. even when it was directed against
When he died the mighty vision of himself. Once he appeared before
the king of England in his famous
an empire died with him. But the
legends of his greatness as a cotton robe and loincloth, and later

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock-September 27, 1946
The YMBC met in regular session September 24
and elected the following officers to serve during the
coming year: Robert Burrow, president; Guy Fry, vice
president; Clifford Shields, secretary; Frank Wiggins,
assistant secretary; Bertes Pigue, treasurer; Bill Hainline, sergeant at arms. Board of directors is composed of
J. R. Hogan, Robert Burrow, Billy Blackston, Roy Greer
and Eph Daws.
Hershel Giles of Harlan, former football and basketball coach at Fulton High in 1941 and 1942, has been
appointed state director of recreation by Conservation
Commissioner Harold A. Browning.

The time has come when every
resident of the area may have the
opportunity to make their individual candles shine more brightly
in the name of friendship and hospitality toward the visitors to our
area.
The easiest part will be to greet
our neighbors state side and it will
be just as easy to greet our neighbors from south of the border,
with a little added effort.
Upon meeting the first foreign
speaking person you may feel that
understanding is somewhat impossible but soon the few words of
English that the visitors may know
and the few words of Spainish that
you may know combined with gestures on the part of everyone will
result in a great deal of understanding especially if it is topped off
with a smile.
When you see a water color done
by Eduardo Vazquez and interpret
the fact that he enjoys mountain
scenery and when you hear Carlos
Castro play the piano with such
talented fingers you will already
have found a bridge of understanding.
It is a personal desire of the
writer to have the honor of introclueing some of these students that
are interested in art to Jubie Hen.
derson and have the privilege of
sitting on the sidelines while they
reach a common ground in their
artistic interests.
It is hoped also that the dance
teachers, music teachers and art
teachers will invite some of the
students interested in their partold an anxious friend that it was
all right, because the king wore
clothes enough for two. In Jeanette Eaton, Gandhi has a worthy
biographer. In her luminous book
lie lives again as hero, saint, and
man.
HARRIET BEECHER STOWE,
WOMAN WITH A CAUSE by Winifred E. Wise. In 1852 one of the
causes of the Civil War came into
being. With the publication of
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN, Harriet
Beecher Stowe catapulated herself
and the antislavery movement into
the hearts of the world. In the
United States 300,000 copies of the
book were sold in the first year
alone. Hattie's "life-blood, her
prayers, and her tears" made up
the book. This is the story of Hattie
Beecher, author and philanthropist.
Winifred Wise tells us of Hattie's
girlhood in a house full of children
and Lyman Beecher, her father,
lovable but rigidly Calvinistic.
From the early days, Hattie loved
to read and indulge her natural
talent for writing. Throughout most
of her life, including her marriage,
there was a lack of money. But
with the unbounding success of
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN, Hattie en.
tered the limelight. She was now
rich with living and rich with
achievement.
0. HENRY, THE STORY OF

ticular cultures to visit them as
they conduct some of their classes.
Banana Festival Headquarters is
buzzing as anyone can tell by a
quick peep inside most anytime of
day. Anyone else desiring to help
is urged to contact the office or go
by and see what can be done.
It is amazing how well all the
civic and church organizations are
working together with individuals
who are not connected with any
organization, all in a common effort to achieve a goal of a fine
fourth annual Banana Festival.
This is democracy at work, this
is a challenge offered to the people
of our area and the challenge is
being met. The rewards are -rot
tangible, they come only in the
smiles of those you meet and in
the "peace that passeth understanding, down in your heart," a,
the old song goes.
As the fall days approach and the
Banana Festival becomes a thing
of the past it will not be too soon
to plan some October trips. Not big
trips, but short trips that include
the children, relatives, friends or a
shut-in on an autumn afternoon.
A favorite fall trip that begins
right after church can take you up
highway 51 north to Cairo for dinner then back down through Missouri, cross the ferry, into Columbus, spend some time in the park
and then back to highway 51 to
complete the circle back home.
It is a lovely trip in the fall of
(Continued on-Pau. Three)
WILLIAM SYDNEY PORTER by
Jeannette Covert Nolan. Though
many critical estimates have been
made of the work of 0. Henry, little has been written of the man
himself—and this despite the fact
that his life was as colorful as any
tale ever created by the magic of
his imagination, and his personality
an interesting study in behavior
and temperament. In this biography
we see him first as a dreamy, talented ten-year-old boy, a boy
whose habit was "watching people," and then recording his impressions in pencil sketches and
stories. We follow him to Texas,
where as an impetuous young man
he observed and participated in the
exciting life of the cattle-ranger.
We go with him to New Orleans.
to Latin America, and ultimately,
to New York—his "City of Bagdad," where he achieved ambitions, found peace, and was always
rather lonely, too.
The Ashland Oil Purchase Prize
Exhibit will be on exhibition at the
Fulton-South Fulton Public Library, from Sunday, September
25th, 1966, through October 1st.
1966. This Company buys one painting each year, they have done this
since 1946. There are paintings by
several Kentucky artists in this
display.

American Legion Post No. 72 of Fulton is planning
a big day Sunday, October 6, when auto races will be
held at the Fair Grounds race track for the first time
since the war. Advance tickets are now on sale and more
than 2,000 have already,been sold.
A special musical program was presented at the Lions
Club meeting last week by Miss Nell Warren, public
schools music supervisor at Fulton High. Miss Mignon
Wright accompanied her on the piano, as Miss Warren
sang several numbers.
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From Crutchfield: Mr. and Mrs. Eston Hale announce the birth of a baby girl at Haws Memorial Hospital September 20.
From Latham: Fred Sherron happened to a very
serioua accident last week when he cut his foot while
cutting timber.

Mrs. M. W. Haws, president of the Fulton Woman's
Club, and Mrs. W.L. Durbin, state art chairman, are attending the state board meeting of Woman's Club in
Louisville this week end.

From Route Three, Fulton: All the children of Mrs
G. W. Brann were home for a family reunion recently
for the first time in twenty years.
A kitchen shower was given at Herbert Hudson's
Tuesday afternoon for Walker Midyett and wife. These
are very worthy people and have friends by the score.

About eleven o'clock Wednesday night, while returning from Memphis, where they attended the Atlanta-Memphis baseball game, five men from Fulton were
painfully injured when the car in which they were riding overturned near Covington, Tenn. Those injured
were: Clarence Reed, driver, Charles Holloway, Bob
Owen, Bailey Huddleston and T. M. Franklin. None was
seriously injured.

From Martin Highway: Bro. Sellars preached a
good sermon Sunday afternoon at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. T. Reece. Mr. and Mrs. Reece have Sunday School
at their home every Sunday. It is a nice thing for the
neighborhood. They have a good enrollment and good
attendance. Mrs. Reece is superintendent, Mr. Reece and
Mrs. L. C. Campbell are teachers.
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Christian Presence, The Bible,
The Student And The-University
from the story of the empty tomb
is that Jesus has a way of being
Suprose for a moment that you absent from the places we are sure
are a professional photographer he would inhabit. He is always "out
'AO has been commissioned to pro- there" calling men Income to him.
duce some pictures which will illuThe National Student Christian
strate or symbolize "Christian
Federation has as one of its major
presence" on the campus. Which of
tasks the calling of students and
the following subjects would you
faculty members to practice Chrisconsider good ones for that assigntian presence by finding those
meit,?—
places in the life of the University,
A group of students studying the the Church, and the rest of the
where Jesus Christ is already
world
dormitory
a
in
Bible together
room; a young man lying on the present and waiting for his followbeach—transistor radio blaring— ers to join him in a ministry of
reading his New Testament; stir- healing, reconciling and teaching
Lints picketing a bank which has men.
investments in South Africa; an
Today Christ reveals himself to
evangelist preaching to several many young people as they tutor
college
a
in
students
thousand
underprivileged children in urban
chapel; a biology laboratory class; or rural slums, as they serve their
a pastor teaching the fundamentals fellow men by teaching overseas
of the Christian faith to a small in the Peace Corps, as they attempt
group of college freshmen; a gala to influence our government to act
fraternity dance; a faculty meet- more humanely by changing some
ing.
of its economic and political polinations.
Even if the pictures which I have cies towards troubled
described were printed on this There are some very "religious"
find
God
cannot
who
people
page, I doubt if you could answer young
but
my question. How can one tell from in a traditional worship service
to celebrate his
a picture whether Christ is pres- who have learned
entirely
in
goodness and justice
ent?
new liturgical forms which we traOne of the reasons we have dif- ditional worshippers would find
ficulty with the use of that phrase empty or bizarre. Some students
is the well known fact, attested to and younger faculty members have
by the Scriptures, that our Lord has rejected sexual mores which their
always had a way of appearing elders mistakenly identified with
where we least expect him. And, the Ten Commandments; and now
conversely, he often stays aw_y they are earnestly searching for a
from places where we are sure v'e new set of moral standards.
can find him. Several of the parables warn us to be eternally alert,
One of the places where "Christo "watch!" for we know not when tian presence" is to be found in
he will appear. On the other hand, colleges today is in the classroom.
one of the lessons to be learned At a time when the Sunday school
is contributing less and less to the
knowledge and actions of our
youth, it is reassuring to know that
an increasing number of young
people are seriously studying theology, Bible, ethics, Church history,
and biographies of great religious
leaders in the classroom, under
the tutelage of teachers who demand a disciplined approach to
FOR
"YOUTH
anual
The second
these important subjects.
TRUTH" program is scheduled for
But what about the role of the
September 24 & 25, at Chambers
Memorial Gymnasium in Benton, Bible in the practice of Christian
Kentucky. The two-day teenage presence on campus?
convention, last year, drew 2,300
Generalizing, I would say that
teenagers from seven states. An
facattendance of 3,000 is expected for today's college students and
ulty members spend very little
this year's program.
help
little
very
receive
and
time
The tremendous reception that
was given to the speakers in 1965 from reading the Bible. We are
prompted officials to invite them living in an age of transition and
back for this year's gathering. Mr. religious upheaval. Old ways of
nationally Christian faithfulness and obediJim Bill McInteer,
known speaker, publisher, Bible ence are being re-shaped, reformed
scholar, youth worker, and minis- in the light of the new situations in
ter of West End Church of Christ in which youth finds itself. You will
Nashville, Mr. Jimmy Allen, in- remember that Jesus had somestructor of Bible at Harding Col- thing to say about the occasional
lege, Searcy, Arkansas, and na- need for new wineskins.
tionwide campaign evangelist, and
Many college students whom I
Mr. Robert Camp, former minister have known as a campus minister
of the Benton church, now a busi- came to the conclusion that the
nessman of Atlanta, Georgia, and Bible is irrelevant because of the
author of a famous lecture on way in which parents, pastors,
"Evolution" will be the speakers. and Sunday school teachers misSong services for all of the pro- used the Scriptures as weapons
grams for the teenagers will be of evangelistic warfare instead of
conducted by Nick Boone - brother using them as a light to be held
of the famous actor and perform- high in order that it might guide
er, Pat Boone. Young people are
the steps of those who are stumbexpected from Illinois, Indiana, ling in darkness.
Tennessee, Missouri, and Arkansas, in addition to Kentucky.
As we know from reading the
"YOUTH FOR TRUTH" is under Bible, God's people and his Book
the oversight of the Church of have weathered many a storm of
Christ, Benton, Kentucky, and all transition such as that in which we
participants are members of the currently find ourselves. The truth
Church of Christ. The entire pro- of his Word has not ch. ,ged nor
gram is being arranged by the been lessened.
teenagers of the Benton church,
With considerable confidence I
with your Bible teachers acting
predict that within the next decade
as advisors.
we shall witness a revival of interest in the Bible by a generation Of
and faculty members who
students
•
CANDLE
THE
will rediscover it within the frame
(Continued from page Two)
the year as the leaves begin to of reference of their own times.
turn and it takes you from Ken- Editor's Note:
tucky through parts of Illinois and
• Leonard Clough, an ordained
Missouri. It will be worth honorable minister in the United Church of
mention in your diary and you will Christ, is General Secretary of the
recall its pleasures many times National Student Christian Federathrough the winter months ahead. tion. He formerly served pastorates
at Dartmouth College and at Harvard University as well as having
of the New EngWhitnel Funeral Home been on the staff
land Student Christian Movement.
offers
by Rev. Leonard Clough
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This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Patton

Phone 472-3951

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-1303

-

THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

.

Phone 236406

MARINE OIL COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.
West State Line
Phone 472-9086

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St.

J. B. MAtTESS & SONS
Greenbelt,Tenn.

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
sw us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St.

Phone 472-1341

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Green florist supplies

Cut flowers

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm & Auto insurance
Farmer's Liability Coverage
204 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-135>

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Recall Store"

PURE MILK COMPANY

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R.E. C. C.

At the store or at your door

"Live Better nectrieette

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-3311

E. W. James 8c Son Supermarkets
ilkkman, Ky.

Union City, Tenn.

Hickman, Ky.

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co- L.
Kentucky Ave,

Fulton

Lake Street

Dial 472-2421

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Excellent Feed
Souvenirs
Privet* dining for 250

Phone 471-141,

South Fulton, Tenn.

SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing horn*. For reservation call 472-33136
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

Greenfield
Phone 2354293

Dial 4724412

Dial 479-1371

Parkway Manor Nursing Home

• Large Display •
'Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
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Worship at the Church of your Choice

King Motor Company, Inc.
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton

Authorised Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line

Phone 479-2171
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DEATHS
W.S. Netherland.
Funeral services for William
Silas Netherland were held yesterday, September 21, in Hornbeak
Funeral chapel. with Bro. Glendon
Walker, minister of the Central
. Church of Christ officiating. Burial
was in Johnson Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Netherland, 83, died at his
home on Carr Street at one o'clock
Monday afternoon, September 19,
following a long illness. He was a
retired farmer and had made his
home in Fulton for the past seventeen years. He was married to the
former Miss Nona Eskridge, who
survives. He was a member ef the
Church of Christ.
--Other survivors are two sons,
Bert Netherland of South Fulton
and Billy Netherland of Union
City; .two daughters, Mrs. Naomi
King of Keokuk, Iowa, and Mrs.
Ruth Baum of Homewood. Ill.;
two sisters, Mrs. Era Shelton of
Cairo and Mrs. Etta Ferguson of
St. Louis, twelve grandchildren and
fifteen great grandchildren.

C. H. Henderson

Ernest A. Hilliard
Funearl services for Ernest A.
Hillard wore hekl on September
Funeral
17 in Hopkins-Buren
Chapel at Clinton, with Rev. J. W.
was in
Burial
officiating.
Darby
the Clinton Cemetery.
Mr. Hillard, 92, died on September 16 in the Clinton-Hickman
Hospital.
lie was a pioneer farmer and
leader in agricuitture and civic
improvemegt in Western Kentucky. He was one of the incorporators of the Western Kentucky
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association and the Jackson Putchase Production Credit Association, alao was a member of the
original board of directors of the
HospiClinton-Hickman County
tal.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Gena Finch .Hilliard; two sons,
Finca Hilliard of Mayfield and
David Hilliard of Clinton; four
daughters. Mrs. Sue Anderson of
llopkinsville, Dr. Pauline Hilliard
of Gainsville, Fla., Mrs. Martha
Patton of Dallas. Texas and Dr.
Ernestine Berg of Huntsville, Ala.,
and nineteen grandchildren.

HOSPITALS
and
BIRTHDAYS
On Page Eight

Rev. George Owens

Wm. E. Barker

Mrs. Mary J. Frields

Leroy Jourdan

Clayton Thompson

The Columbus Post Office had
open house last Sunday and William J. Rahter of the post office
department presented an American
flag to the post office on behalf of
Frank Albert Stubblefield. The
building, recently completed is privately owned and under long term
lease to the post office department.

Due to the illness of Elbert
Central
Clark, principal, the
School PTA meeting was postponed
until 7100 p. m. Friday, September
23. The meeting, orlgjnally scheduled for September 16, will be in
the school auditorium at Clinton.
Parents, teachers and students are
urged to be present.

plant superintendent. September
19th.
Moss has been employed by the
South Fulton plant since September
19, t94i. McCarthy commended
Moss on his years of service and
Swift and Company awarded a expressed the appreciation of
pin for 20 years of service to Rob- Swift and Company.
ert Q. Moss of South Fulton. The
award was made by plant manager
"Banana- Aro G-o-o-.1'
W. J. McCarthy and C. R. Crocker,

Hobert 0. Moss Is
Honored By Swift
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OUR OWN

Tea Bags
Ketchup
Orange Jui

Every fine product in your ALP store that carries the Ai& seal (this one
guaranteed to be better than or the equal of the famous national brands.
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SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

CAP'N JOHN
FISH & SEAFOOD

FROZEN 494
1-11.
PKG.

% PORK
LOIN

Fish Sticks

SUCED INTO CHOPS
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Virgil Ward

Wm.M. Hartz

CENTRAL PTA POSTPONED

Grocery Buys!

Mrs. Jack Tucker

Clinton Henry Henderson died
Mrs. Jack Tucker, of PalmersMonday night, September 19, in the
Fulton Hospital. Funeral services ville, died in the Baptist Hospital
afternoon,
were held Wednesday afternoon, at Memphis Friday
September 21, in Whittle' Funeral Seeptember 16, following a long
illness.
PleasHome chapel, with burial in
Funeral services .were held Sunant View Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Henderson, 82, was a retired day afternoon in Jackson Funeral
at Dukedom, with Rev.
chapel
carpenter and saw-mill operator
and lived at 124 Oak Street in Henry Hanna, pastor of the First
Christian Church in Fulton, officiSouth Fulton.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. ating. Burial was in Acree Cemetery.
Julia Myrtle Clutts Henderson; two
Mrs. Tucker. 48 the former
sons, David and Julian Ilenderson
in
of Bowling Green; one brother, Dora Chapman. was born
Mo. the daughter of Ernest
Cuba,
John Henderson of Thebes, Ill.;
Chapman.
two sisters, Roy Davis of Cape T. and Minnie Sunberg
member of the First
Girardeau, Mo., and Mrs., Torn She was a
Mo.
Rolla,
at
Church
Christian
Simms of Goreville, Ill., and four
Surviving are her husband and
grandchildren.
one daughter, Diane Louise Tucker, of Palmersville; three brothers,
Ernest, John and Clayton of St.
Louis; three sisters, Mrs. Roger
Rev. George Owens of Route 2, Williams of Port Huron, Mich.,
Water Valley, died Monday after. Mrs. Bill Cross Jr., of Monterey,
noon. September 19, at the home of Calif., and Mrs. Sam Sowa of
his daughter, Mrs. Cordie Cole, in Vista, Calif.
Water Valley, following a three
months' illness.
Funeral services were held yesterday (Wednesday) afternoon in
Bayou de Chein Church, with Sister
Funeral services for William
Arvetta Clapp and Bro. J. W. Reno
held in Whiteofficiating. Burial, in charge of Earl Barker were
Funeral chapel Sunday
Ranson
Jackson Funeral Home of DukeSeptember 18; with Rev.
dom, was in Camp Beauregard afternoon,
Dave Hilliard, pastor of Concord
Cemetery.
Church,
officiating.
Methodist
Rev. Owens, 84, was a retired
Burial was in Obion County Memgeneral Baptist minister. He was
orial Gardens.
born in Water Valley. He was marMr. Barker, 67, died suddenly
ried in 1907 to Miss Amanda Pearl
Friday, September 16, at the home
Jackson, who preceded him in
of a neighbor, Mr. and Mrs. W. I.
death five months ago.
the Harris comGossum, in
Surviving, in, addition to Mrs.
munity.
Cole, are one grandson, Thomas Ile was born near Elbridge.
Richard Cole; one sister, Mrs. Sal- Tenn., the son of John Alton and
lie Floyd of Water Valley, and Roxey Miller Barker, and was a
seven great grandchildren.
farmer. He was a member of the
Methodist Church.
Chapel Hill
being a member of the official
board, and taught the Adult SunFuneral services for Mrs. Mary day School Class for the past sixJane Frields were held in the Knob teen years.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Creek Church of Christ Tuesday afCa vender Barker; one
ternoon, Sept. 20, with Bro. James Edna
Shockley officiating. Burial, in daughter, Mrs. Herbert Norton of
charge of Jackson Funeral Home, Kenton, Tenn.; two sons, William
Herbert Barker of Henderson,
was in l'inegar's Cemetery.
Mrs. Frields, 81, of Route 2, Term., and John Earl Barker of
Wingo, (lied in the Mayfield Hos- Obion; two brothers, six sisters,
pital on September 18. following a five grandchildren, three stepone great
grandchildren and
twb months' illness.
She was the widow of Irvin grand-child.
Frields, who died in 1957. She was
born in Graves County. the daughter of the late Thomas Bartley and
Virginia Dallas Austin.
Virgil Ward. 81 of Rt. 1, Clinton,
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
Biggs Roberts Of Route 2. Wingo; died Tuesday. September 13, in the
and
Vincent
Edna
County Hospital.
Mrs.
Clinton-Hickman
sisters,
two
were held
Mrs. Bessie Witt, Route 2. Duke. Funeral services
dom; one brother, Bobby Austin of September 16 in the Salem Methgrandtwo
Mayfield;
odist Church, with Rev. Edgar
Star Route,
children and eight great grand- Brown officiating. Burial was in
the church cemetery.
children.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Corene Voyles of Route 1,
Clinton. and Mrs. Katherine Frymire of Behalto, Ill.; five sons,
William M. Hartz, 53, a native of Virgil Ward, Jr., of
Route 1,
Tell City, Ind., died on Thursday, Clinton, Martin Ward of Bethalto,
September 8. at his home in New III., Amos Ward of Taylor, Mich.,
Smyrna Beach, Fla., following a George Ward of Warren, Mich.,
heart attack. Burial was in Tell and Clarence Ward of Garden
City on September 11.
City, Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Edgar
Mr. Hartz was a brother-in-law Smith of Route of Route 3, Clinof Mrs. Helen Link and visited her ton, seventeen grandchildren and
many times when she lived in Ful- five great grandchildren.
ton.
He is survived by his wife, Olga;
daughter, Sharon, two grandchildren and several sisters and brothers.
Funeral services for Leroy
Jourdan were held last Saturday,
September 17, in Whitnel Funeral
Home chapel, with Rev. Jack McFuneral services and burial will Clain officiating. Burial .was in
be in Barberton, Ohio, today for !Tatters Campground Cemetery.
Lerory, age 2, was the son of
Clayton Thompson. who died Monday. September 19, at noon in a Mr. and Mrs. William A. Jourdan,
Barberton Hospital, following a and died September 14 in Holy
Cross Hospital, Chicago, Ill.
long illness.
Mr. Thompson, brother of Mrs. Surviving, in addition to his
William Fred Clark, was born and parents, are a sister, Melody
reared in Fulton. He was the son Jourdan and grandpareatts, Mrs.
of the late W. J. and Martha Cue Webb and Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wesley of Chicago; great
Thompson.
He is survived by his wife, Mary grandparents, Mrs. Lula Baker of
one step-daughter and two grand- Route 3, Fulton, and Mr. and Mrs.
Buster Willtame of Bruceton, T.
children.
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Chestnut Glade
1966 Club Woman
Laverne Owensby
At the regular meeting of the
Chestnut Glade Home Demonstration Club recently, Mrs. Laverne
Owensby was chosen as "The
Chestnut Glade Club Woman of the
Year 1966." The meeting was held
in the home of Mrs. Paul Reams
and Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook, with
one hundred percent membership
present. Visitors were Mrs. C. R.
Reams, Mrs. Everette Terrell,
Mrs. Tommy Joe Reams and Miss
Covet& Reams.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Johnnie Hazelwood, using the
subject "Work is Honorable" and
reading appropriate scripture for
this subject.
A nominating committee, composed of Mrs. V. C. Simpson, Mrs.
W. C. Morrison, Mrs. Felts Rawls
and Mrs. Johnnie Hazelwood, was
appointed.
The health leader, Mrs. Johnnie
a
that
Hazelwood, reported
measles vaccine is now available
more
one
from
children
to protect
of the dreaded childhood diseases.
She also reported that there is an
increase in polio, due to parents
neglecting to have the younger
children vaccinated aaginst this
very serious disease.
Mrs. Laverne Owensby gave useful reminders concerning canning,
freezing and preparation of foods.
The craft leader, Mrs. Jim Burke,
gave a report of the craft meeting
she attended at Dresden and, with
the assistance of Home Agent Mrs.
Ilelen Wiley, Mrs. Paul Reams,
Mrs. Felts Rawls and Mrs. Laverne
Owensby modeled garments made
from pillow slips and towels. Mrs.
Ilelen Wylie gave a lesson on the
line of fabrics, design and patterns
to create different images.
The recreation was directed by
Mrs. Orvin Morrison.
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"Where to Find What" at Hie
Fourth International Banana Festival
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West Fulton
PTA Names
Room Mothers

•

•

/

South FuLton School Auditorium

The West Fulton PTA has announced the room mothers with
Mrs. Guy Upton as chairman assisted by Mrs. James Cardwell
Mrs. Harlan Craven, Mrs. Tom
, Travelers Inn 4ettitent and Mote)1-1
Maddox and Mrs. Eddie Holt.
The teachers and room mothers
for each room are as follows:
Mrs. Frank Moore: Mrs. Flynn
a
Powell, Mrs. Charles Binford, Mrs.
Jimmie Yates.
Mrs. Louise Buckingham: Mrs.
Don Richards, Mrs. Harold Pewitt.
Mrs. James Needham.
Mrs. Elmer Hixson: Mrs. Joe
Park Terrace Restaurant and Motel
Treas, Mrs. Owen Pounders, Mrs.
Vyron Mitchell.
Mrs. Perry: Mrs. Doyce Clark,
Mrs. Eddie Holt, Mrs. Guy Upton.
Mrs. Frank Cardwell: Mrs.
'1111r.v..• 05
James Campbell, Mrs. Billy Nelms,
Mrs. Riley Tate.
Mrs. Mildred Moore: Mrs. Tom
news came of
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham, in here Monday, when
Maddox, Mrs. Jimmy Sisson, Mrs
the sudden death of Jessie Warren
Sunhome
returned
They
Dresden.
GS
Welch.
Frank
• AUSTIN SPRIN
of near Cuba, Ky. Mr. Warren was
day afternoon.
Mrs. Mary Bennett: Mrs. Clyde
By urs. Carey Friel&
a former citizen of this area and
Williams, Jr., Mrs. Don Sensing,
away
Mrs. Mary Frields passed
will be greatly missed by all. He is
Mrs. David Homra, Mrs. Felix
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a
Mayfield
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a
on
is
McClain
Jr.
Aeiful
Gossum,
Mrs.
children; his mother, Mrs. Oder and traffic bound surfacing on the
Mrs. Wilna Wilson: Mrs. A. P. to her children, Mr. and Mrs. W. September 18, after a lingering illWarren of Dukedom ,and a sister, Pilot Oak-Wingo Road in Graves
Nelson, Mrs. E. R. Hefley, Mrs.
Tenn., ness, caused by a fall some time Mrs. Herbert Roberts of Dukedom (7ounty will be received by the
B. Brown, in Tullahoma,—
James Lawson.
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there.
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Highway Departnlent on October
while
Route.
visit
Scott Boehringer: Mrs. Leon and having a nice
bone was set, but some
Mrs. Dave Mathis hasn't been so 1. Governor Edward T. Breathitt
W. B. is employed at the A. E. D. C. en hip. The
Fields, Mrs. Shelton Owens.
which
from
how.and Highway Commissioner Henry
well for the past few days;
moved there the complication arose,
Frank Moore: Mrs. C. W. Whit- plant, having
there has been no hope for seevral ever, she is up a portion of the Ward announced last week.
early part of the summer.
net, Mrs. William Stokes.
weeks. She was 87 years of age and time.
• The project will begin at Ky. 129,
Mrs. Charles R. Bennett: Mrs.
News reached relatives here of is survived by a daughter, Mrs.
Grant Bynum suffers intense 1.5 miles north of Ky. 94 and exA. F. Thomas, Mrs. E. E. WilliamMr.
of
son
has
she
infant
his
whom
with
the
and
Biggs Roberts,
the illness of
pain in his hip and limbs
tend, to the Water Valley-Cuba
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in resided for many years; two grandand Mrs. Bryant, who reside
rest is disturbed at night, requir- Load, a distance of 1.850 mile.
J. T. Nanney: Mrs. John Joe
nois. The child is the grandson daughters and several grandchil- ing medication for comfort. We
.Illi
Campbell, Mrs. Tom Mahan.
of Mrs. Elva Rhodes, who, accom- dren; two sisters, Mrs. Buds Vin- hope he will be feeling much betFestival Needs Your Help
Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer,..• Mrs. Jas- panied by her daughter, Mrs. Bill cent and Mrs. Bessie Witt; one
ter soon.
per Vowell, Mrs. Duard -MeAlister. Cantrell, left Sunday to attend the brother, Bobbie Austin, and other
Bill Robertson: Mrs. Wm. Moss bedside. He is suffering front spinal relatives. Funeral services were
REFUSED SCHOOLING
Kimbell, Mrs. David Homra.
meningitis, and every good wish is held Tuesday afternoon with Bro.
Francis Lee, of Hickman County,
Mrs. Richard Cardwell: Mrs. extended by friends and relatives James Shockley officiating. Jackjailed by County Judge
Charles Browder, Mrs. Charles here.
son Funeral Home was in charge was ordered
failing
Fields.
ents. Sympathy E. H. Padgett last week for
arrangem
all
the
of
his
children to school. He
Rev. Russell Rogers filled
Billy Milner: Mrs. Billy Gilbert,
is extended to all the bereaved to send his
Salem
to reNew
agreeing
at
ent
was released upon
regular appointm
Mrs. Stanley Jones.
ones.
Mrs. Joe Johnson: Mrs. Fred Baptist Church the past Sunday at
was saddened turn the children to school.
section
entire
The
11 a. m and also at the evening
Hamra, Mrs. W. P. Burnett.
Mr.
Mr. Montgomery: Mrs. Morgan service. He and Mrs. Rogers,
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True,
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'tette, Mrs. Carlton Myers.
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Pilot Oak-Wingo Road
Bids To Be Received

MAYFIELD BAND FESTIVAL
The Mayfield Kiwanis Club will
sponsor their annual Band Festival
to be held in Mayfield, Saturday
night, October 8. Bands wishing to
participate should contact Ralph
Mike Thole. 25. a reporter fo
Green, director of bands at Maythe News Banner of Buffington.
School.
field High
Indiana, is using a I3 foot woo
and figerglass canoe, he made, t
GREEN COUNTY TOUR
paddle his way on an 8 day tri)
There will he a free guided tour dawn
Mississippi front S:
in
of historical sites and buildings AI,ouis, Missouri.
County,
Green
and
Greensburg
Back current caught him a- mil
Kentucky to begin at 1:30 p.
orth of thiCairo bridge last wee (EST) October 23. The tour will in- 10 carried him backwards fo
clude the home where Andrew about 30 minutes; his biggest di
Jackson slept, the oldest court ficulty since he began his trip.
house west of the Alleghenies and
many other historical features. The
Support Banana Festival
public is invited.

Mississippi Canoe
Caught In Current

the

NOTICE

Deep sympathy is extended to
Jack Tucker and family in the
passing of Mrs. Tucker in the Baptist Hospital in Memphis, where
a
she passed away Friday after
lingering illness. Mrs. Tucker had
undergone major surgery, from
which she was unable to rally. She
was one of our best beloved young
matrons, of the Palmersville vicinity. She is survived by her companion, one daughter and other
relatives. Funeral services were
LEGION MEETINGS
the conducted at Jackson Funeral
Regular monthly meetings of
of Home in Dukedom Sunday afterMarshall Alexander Post No. 72
Aux- noon, Rev. Henry Hanna officiatthe American Legion and the
burial in Acree Cemeiliary will be held next Monday ing, with
p. rn. tery.
night, September 26, at 6:30
dinIn the Legion ball. A pot-luck
Mr. and Mrs. Randall CunningBrenda
Beth and
ner precedes the meetings.
to ham and children, Steve,
McBride, who was sponsored
Lori Lee, of Washington, Ind.,
will
,
Auxiliary
Girls' State by the
spent the week-end with parents,
be a special guest.

JOY IS HOMECOMING QUEEN
Joy Jobe of the Fulton High
School won the queen contest as
10th grade candidate. She will be
crowned at the homecoming game
14.
with Fort Campbell, October
Karen Treas of the 9th grade was
of
Homra
Cynthia
p;
1st runner-u
p
the 11th grade was 2nd runner-u
12th
and Barbara Brown of the
p.
grade was 3rd runner-u

Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.
It's worth a
try,isn't it?

County
A public hearing will be held in the office of the Fulton

A. M. to
Superintendent of Schools on September 27, 1966, at 8:00
e of
hear complaints and answer questions relative to a tax increas
in
3.4c per $100 of assessed valuation. This increase is necessary

6 years old.
90 PROOF

$4855I

$155
i/Zfl

Bottled In Bond.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. BO Proof•100 Proof
Yellowstone Distillery Co., Loalavill., Kentucky.

ed
order for the Fulton County Board of Education to meet increas
wages, maintenance and operating costs.

Current News
Of Fulton Co.
Conservation
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From your KENTUCKY PLANT FOOD COUNCIL
Junior
Area
The Purchase
Achievement Day was held last
Satirday at LaCenter, Kentucky
with approximately 100 in attendance. Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Calloway, Marshall and McCracken Counties
make up the area and records on
different phases of project work
Have you ever given much
were submitted in August.
thought to just who gets your
dollar? Recently, the Chief
grocery
Mrs. Albert Moss, Fulton leader
United States
and Marlyn Harvey a 4-H mem- Economist of the
of Agriculture, Dr.
ber attended with Catherine Wilson, Department
gave
a report to
Cochrane,
IV.
W.
the Area Youth Agent.
the House Agriculture Appropria.
Fulton County students attending lions Sub-Committee. Dr. Cochrane
and receiving ribbons were: Kathy stated that farmers received an
Mabry with an electricity project; average of about 38 cents of the
Nancy Taylor with a clothing pro- American food dollar, and the
ject, Virginia Moss and'Wanda other 62 cents is taken up in proMoore with health projectt. All of cessing, storage, retailing, and
these received a red ribbon with transportation. Our first example
:he exception of Miss Moore who will be a 1000 pound steer grading
received a blue ribbon as did choice, which returned an average
Marta Moon for her beef exhibit. of say 25 cents per pound. The
Nancy Dixon won a white ribbon steer will yield approximately 450
or her foods and nutrition exhibit. pounds of meat, thus advancing
the price immediately to 50 cents
per pound, plus 30 cents per pound
whieh will be taken up in marketing costs.

Food Stamp Program
Extended In Kentucky

The U. S. Department of Agri:ulture's food stamp program for
'.ow -income families has- been ex:ended to 22 more counties in Ken;ucky, but no counties in this area
have been included in the program
;o date.

Prices have to be adjusted by
cuts since the housewife will not
pay 80 cents a pound for hamburger, which would include the marketing cost. Here is a breakdown
on how the steer will cut out: 30
pounds of T-bone;club and porterhouse steak which averages $1.20;
150 pounds of hamburger sold for
58c a pound; 40 pounds rib roast
at 82c; 90 pounds of chuck roast
costing 65c a pound; 20 pounds
rump roast which sold for $1.01
per pound; 50 pounds sirloin steak
reached $1.02 per pound; 70 pounds
of round steak which took $1.06 per
pound; thus, the steer that sold for
$250.00 on the hoof, brought $359.70
for its various parts, which is about
80c per pound.

In Kentucky during the fiscal
year 1966, food coupons were is:tied to eligible families valued at
59,668,153. This includes $4,311,384
worth of bonus or free coupons to
help them buy more food at any of
the 2366 authorized retail grocery
stores.
This means that the food stamp
program placed more than $4,311,000 into the economy of the counConsumers last year paid- 21.2
ties taking part in the Kentucky cents for a one pound loaf of bread.
program during the past fiscal Farmers received about 3.1 cents
year.
for the wheat, and the baker and
wholesaler got Ill:: cents. The reWICKLIFFE STATION
tailer received 4 cents and the milFEATURED
ler, grain handler, and the shipA Wickliffe service station oper- per split 2.6c.
ated by Deward and Ken Doke is
Mr. Cotton farmer was rewarded
fei,lared in the September issue of
"Super Service Station," a trade with 28 cents for the cotton mamagazine with a circulation of terial in a white shirt which re115,000. The article praises the sta- tailed for $4.24, according to the
tion for its ingenius combination of report given by Dr. Cochrane.
a service station with a sporting
Here in the United States the
goods outlet that has made the average consumer spent only 19
business more stable.
percent of his income for food,
while our friends across the water
in the United Kingdom used approximately 30 percent of their returns for such purchases. In Japan
40 percent of the average income
is used in feeding the family and
Thursday, Friday. Sept
in India the figure is 60 percent.
Double Feature
The Russian people lay down about
half what they make under the
Starts at 7:00
communistic rule to buy the food
Suzanne Pleshette - 'Steve McQueen needed for their families, Dr.
Nevada Smith
Cochrane reviewed.
And at 9:30
In the United States, consumers
Olivia Dellavilland
spent a total of $63,200,000,000 for
Lady In A Cage
food which had a farm value of
$21,300,000,000. I believe it is very
Saturday. Sept. 24
easy to see from this report just
Three Shows
ti by a healthy agriculture is important and the impact a total crop
Starts at 7:00
afilure
would
have
on our
Rod Cainerom - Stephen McNally economy.
Fighter
Requiem For A Gun
To be sure, the American faanAnd at 9:30
ers are not getting rich, but must
!liar...hall Thompson Gaby Andre economize at every corner. Just
think . . . the farmer is the only
East Of Kilimanjaro
businessman who buys his supplies
on the retail market and then sells
his products on the wholesale market.
Sept.
Monday,
Sunday,
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
Frank Sinatra - Virna Lisi
Assault On A Queen
And at 9:30
Frank Sinatra - Jeanne Crain
All The Way
CLOSED TUES. • WED.

t

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS

Toni/ Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

At the first meeting of the
Kentucky Forage Council, it was
pointed out that the average acre
of pasture in the State yields only
1800 lbs. of dry matter annually
11 takes 5 tons of dry matter to
maintain one mature animal unit
for one year. So we're now using
over six acres to support a single
milk cow or beef steer
is could be done with two
acres.
How/ By managing and feeding grassland according to the
same principles we use to increase production of tobacco or
corn.
Will it pay? If you use the
additional grass to produce more
milk or meat, and cut your feed
bills, you can realize up to $100
per acre on pasture, and a $4 to
$5 return ori every $1 you invest in fertilizer for grass.
Start Now
Fall is the best time to spread
lime and plant food on pasture
Firm soil supports spreading
equipment and prevents compacting the soil. It also gives the
lime and fertilizing elements time
to go to work to give you two
weeks earlier grazing next spring
A soil less is an invaluable
guide on how much so use. It
will show the pH value of your
fields now and the amount of
lime needed to make the fertilizer
give the greatest results. The test
will also enable you to apply the
right amount of plant food

With proper management end suf.
ficient fertiliser, neglected pastures
can feed 2 to 3 times as many

animals.

FilLI
s
Fall is the ideal Urn. to spread time
end tertilixer on grass.

This will not only give you
more forage but better quality
forage. Well fed, well managed
pastures are high in protein and
TON. That means more milk or
meat from the sante intake and
less expense for supplemental
feeding.
Utilization
For greatest return, plan to
use all the new grass you produce. You can do this by in
creasing herd size, by harvesting
surplus forage for winter use, or
by buying and selling loesiock
according to periods of peak
pasture production
Start now to treat your pasture
as a money crop li will pay
you well(

Cecil Wolberten, cooperator with
the District since June 1965 is
building an embankment type
pond. It will be fenced to exclude
livestock. A watering tank will be
placed below the embankment. By
installing these extra measures, the
life of the pond will be greatly increased.
E. S. DeMyer has a bumper crop
of corn on alternate strips of a 75
acre contour striperopping system.
The farm is located-on Highway 94
west of Cayce.
James E. White is expecting a
fine yield of soybeans planted the
"minimum tillage" way. He experienced no difficulty in getting a
stand following wheat harvest.
Charles and Raymond Everett
have -both completed construction
and seeding of grassed waterways.
Raymond says "I'm not spending
money, I'm saving it by keeping
my topsoil in place and eliminating gullies that cause costly combine repairs."
Charles Sharp is developing a
spring with a storage tank and
pump system to furnish livestock
water.
E. E. Kimes of the Cayce Community has constructed an open
ditch and installed drainage tile to
remove excess water from cropland.
All of the above practices are a
part of an overall Conservation
Plan. These farmers have developed, with the assistance of an SCS
technician, a plan designed to conserve the soil and water for their
individual farm. This service is

District 4-H
FFA Beef Calf
Show Sept. 25
The Murray District 4-H Club and
FFA Beef Calf Shaw and Sale,
sponsored by the State Department
of Agriculture, will be held at the
Murray Livestock Yards on Monday, September 26. All entries
should arrive by 9:00 a. m. and be
ready for the show at 10:00 a. m.

Fulton County 4-H Club and FFA
members who have calves to show
are: Max Wilson, Tommy Hepler,
Fonda Adams, Hal Rice, Dan Rice,
Jessie McNeill, Jr. Pans McNeill,
Ellen Sanger, Joe Sanger, Bernadcane Everett, Nancy Sanger,
Janet Adams, David Adams, Richard Tripplett, Terry Parker, Mark
Moon, Marta Moon, Ricky Hepler,
Jean Everett, Shirley Everett,
Jeannie Turner, Ricky Adams,
Randy Adams, Joe Edd Harrison,
Texas Governor John Connally Ben Terrett, Debbie Sowell, David
will be the Jefferson-Jackson Day King, James Cole, Bobby J..ie
Fund raising dinner speaker Oc- Brunswick and Paul Wilson.
tober 7, at Freedom Hall in Louisville for Kentucky's Democratic
Party, State Senator Lawrence
Wetherby announced this week.

Slate Democrats Meet
Oct. 7 At Louisville

Tickets for the dinner at $25 can
be obtained by writing State Democratic Headquarters, 100 Main
Street, Frankfort. The dinner is
scheduled for 6:30 p. m. E. S. T.

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.

ORION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
ALFALFA CAN'T BE BEAT

Our community was shocked and
grieved over the sudden death of
W. E. Barber, who passed away
Friday afternoon. We extend sincere sympathy to the 'family.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernie Egle and
daughter, of Tiptonville, Tenn.,
wers guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Smith one afternoon recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Adams of
Martin visited Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Stem Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. William Long, Paula and
David were in Memphis shopping
one day recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams, of
Martin, spent last Friday with Mrs.
C. E. Lowe. Mr. and Mrs. Tillman
Adams and Mrs. Nelson Tripp, of
Fulton, visited Mrs. Lowe a while
Sunday afternoon.
David Long has returned to
UTMB for the fall term. Miss
Pamela Greer has also returned to
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Arley Olive, of
Mayfield, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mancil Roach Sunday afternoon,

We're disappointed that the
amount of alfalfa being seeded this
fall is way below normal. We attribute this decline in alfalfa popularity to the alfalfa weevil. It costs
almost a dollar per ton to protect
alfalfa from the weevil.
Pat Gibbs, who lives near Troy,
has four acres of three year old
alfalfa that has made over 8 tons
of alfalfa this year. Mr. Gibbs
sprayed his alfalfa twice to control
the weevil at a total cost of $6.00
per acre, which made his control
of the weevil cost 75 cents per ton.
550 pounds of 0-9-27B was applied
to the alfalfa after the first cutting. From four acres of alfalfa
Mr. Gibbs will have over 1,000
bales of the best quality hay. His
cows will have some good eating
this winter.
Bill Davis, who lives near Troy,
has 10 acres of three year old alfalfa that he has put up 1,680 bales
of hay from this year. Mr. Davis'
NAME THE CONTINENT
alfalfa yield was over five tons per
Iwo years ago, a public opinion
acre and, since he sprayed twice to
poll
showed that 43 per cent of
control the weevil, his control cost
is about $1.00 per ton. Mr. Davis those polled did not know that Viet
applied 400 pounds of 0-9-27B fer- Nam is in Asia.
tilizer to his alfalfa this year.
We shouldn't give up on alfalfa,
for the weevil can be controlled
and, without a doubt, alfalfa is the
@COMBO OffICUBD
highest yielding high quality hay
BOOD120 WOMB
that it is possible to grow in Obion
DRUMM
County.
BOO
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Corn harvesting is moving into
high gear and combines need to be
adjusted to have as small amount
of corn left in the field as possible.
To estimate amount of corn left in
field behind the combine, count the
number of kernels around a hill in
a square 40 by 40 inches, make a
count several places.
If you find an average of 20 kernels per square you are losing 1
bushel per acre; 80 kernels per
square means a loss of 4 bushels
per acre.
For ear corn loss, mark off 133
feet along one row. Each good size
ear found in 133 feet represents 1
bushel of ear corn lost per acre.
To get an accurate check on machine efficiency, estimate corn lost
before, as well as during and after
it field has been .harvested. This
will give you an idea of how much
corn dropped off before picking
and how much the picker and
operators are contributing to lossFARM DATES TO REMEMBER

'FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
'FARMERS LIABILITY COVERAGE
'FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
206 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

for maximum production without
wave
Renovate Of Necessary
If your pastures have been
neglected for some time, disc
the old sod as soon as the lime
and fertilizer have been put on
Leave it rough for freeze and
thaw breakdown, then seed in
early spring with a good mixture
of grass and legumes.
Management Program
To keep established pastures in
prime condition, mow early and
as often as necessary through the
growing season to prevent seed
formation and control weeds.
Rotate grazing to allow for rest
and recovery on a regular schedule. Harrow or disc once or
twice each year to scatter manure
piles and aerate the soil. Top
dress annually to keep fertility
high and apply lime every fourth
year.

Cooperators
with the Fulton
County Soil Conservation District
are installing a large variety of
Conservation Practices.

available to all farmers of Fulton
County,
USDA's Soil Conservation Service has assembled a series of
striking natural-color photographs
that vividly show the true beauty
of America.
Now for the first time, 52 photographs, representing each state
plus Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands are available to everyone
at a nominal cost of 100 per print.
Nowhere is the true beauty of
America better reflected than on
its Agricultural land. These fullcolor lithographs are ideal for
framing and hanging in homes,
schools, offices, and business establishments.
For further information or handy
order blank contact local Soil Conservation Service.

September 22 - Obion Farm Bureau Meeting and Mason Hall
Farm Bureau Meeting.
September 23 - Hornbeak Farm
Bureau Meeting Troy Farm Bu
reau Meeting.
September 30 - Whipple-McCollum Angus Sale - Woodland Mills.
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Our organization is set-up as
24-hour-a-day service operation,
qualified by training and experience to give the PeoPle of this
community considerate, expert
help in time of need. We are fully
licensed under the laws of Kentucky and Tennessee.
Full "Credit On Tennessee
Policies Honored"

Handsome new Flettside ... one of 28
all-new Chevy pickup models for 1967!

Chevy pickup! Strikingly
new in styling, its trim appearance puts many cars to
shame.And tough new body
sheet metal resists rust bet-

ter. New all-steel pickup
box provides full-depth
double-wall side panels and
tailgate. And the attractive
new color-keyed cab interior is roomier. Also,there's

better visibility plus many
added safety features. The
new '67 Chevy pickup looks
so good and is built so well
you can use it for almost
anything!

NEW LENGTH!

BRAND
NEW
BREED
OF
CHEVY T

Now Cliery-Vsas la two sizes for '87. use VU power, tool
All new for'67 is the Chevy.
with hustling VS
Van 108 with 108" wheelk'here's a brand
base and 256-cu.-ft. load
of Chevy trucks
space. Or pick the ChevyChevrolet
Van 90 with 209-cu.-ft.cargo
dealer's, so
area. Both can be equipped
stop by soon!

16-3087

FOURTH STREET

FULTON

PHONE 472-2466

Elderly May Still Enroll Under Oak Hill Invites Direct Distance Dialing Puts
Medicare Program By September 30 Public For Open Fulton In Touch With Islands
House On Sunday

1125,
.5011,

avid
he

Henry Ward Presented
0"Tuck Progress Award
St. Croix or St, John. Conversely,

Thoroughbreds
Begin Practice
Al Murray State

Telephone customers in Fulton
Highway Commissioner Henry
are able to dial their own calls to telephone users in the islands will
an overseas point for the first time be able to dial directly to tele- Ward received the 1966 Progress
AssociRecreation
Oak
Hill
The
Award from O'Tucks, an organized
For those who reached 65 before
'nee direct distance dialing was phones in the U. S. mainland.
March of this year, the initial en- ation of Clinton will hold open formally inaugurated September
The Bell Telephone System first gioup of former Kentuckians living
rollment period ended May 31, house at the club house on high- 19, between the continental United introduced direct distance dialing in Ohio, for his contributions and
Coach Dan Shelton of aturra)
with a four month grace period - way 51, north of Clinton, this States and the U. S. Virgin Islands. to speed long distance calls in leadership in the progress that State University points out that
1:00
from
22,
September
afteroon
who
his
those
made
during
for
has
1
until October
Larry Ader, manager for South- Englewood, N. J., Nov. 10, 1951.. Kentucky
only a handful of the 90 or more
missed the May 31 deadline for to 4:00 p. m.
grid candidates practicing varsity
ern Bell in Fulton, said customers DOD was introduced in Fulton in years of public service.
Bob Brown, president of the As- here will be able to dial directly to June 1965. Today, customers here "We are happy to present our football have had any experience
Ball pointed out that persons 65 "good cause."
to
invites
non-members
sociation
or over before March of this year
telephones in the Virgin Islands of can dial their own calls to about progress award to Henry Ward for Only 9 of the 21 lettermen raPeople reaching 65 on March 1 call during this time and see the
who, because of physical or mental
St. Croix and St. John 100 million telephones in the United the great achievements that have turning have seers much action
in one of the accomplishment:Is of the organi- St. Thomas,
come about in Kentucky because of Five of the 9 were starters on last
condition,
misunderstanding, or or later must sign up
without the assistance of an oper- States and Canada.
month
the
before
just
months
three
zation.
4
misinformation, failed to sign up
As direct distance dialing has ex- his vision and statemanship in 30 year's defensive team awl
want A brief program is planned for ator.
they
if
birthday
65th
their
of
before the close of their first enAder said that while U. S. main- panded, Ader said, it has substan- years of public service," said started with the defensive unit.
as soon as 1:30 p.m. witth Sam Harrison, of
chairprogram
Dezarn,
Stanley
to
entire
rollment period on May 31, may their protectice to begin
time
the
required
reduced
the
on
may
tially
players
subscribers
Only five
they sign up in of the Farmers Home Admini- land telephone
under the law be able to enroll be- they reach 65. If
.to telephones in make a long distance call. He said man, as he presented the award at squad are seniors.
65 or one of stration as the principal speaker. now dial directly
tween now and the end of the the month they become
it now takes an average of about the 8th annual Mountain Folk Fes- The Thoroughbreds will open
through
go
must
they
Canada,
the Clinton
the following 3 months, their pro- The president of
month.
overseas or long distance 15 seconds to complete a transcon- tival sponsored by 0-lucks, held their season at home September
tection does not begin until one to Chamber of Commerce, Dr. Morris either an
17 when they play East Tennessee
operator to call other points out- tinental long distance connection, this month in Hamilton, Ohio.
Their protection will begin the three months afterward.
Jackson will Aso Participate in
They will play Austin Peay and
compared to 14. minutes in the
sixth month following their enrollside the country.
the program.
MEET
TO
AUXILIARY
Eastern on the road before return
ment, Ball said. But if they delay
"Inauguration of direct distance 1920's and two minutes in 1951 beThose who delay past their first The facilities, financed through
72
No.
Post
Alexander
Marshall
introduced.
ODD
ing to play Morehead, October 8.
was
beyond September 30, their next enrollment period will not get an- FHA, include the club house, pro dialing service to the Virgin Is- fore
the
and
Legion
American
the
of
step
a
significant
general
represents
next
up
unnot
the
sign
will
come
to
chance
other chance until
shop, showers, locker rooms, lands
To demonstrate the feasibility of Auxiliary will meet in the Legion
til October 1, 1967, and their prem- enrollment period - the last three swimming and wading pools, ten- forward in that it foreshadows the
dialing, Hall next Monday. September 26. at
global direct distance
iums will be slightly higher.
months of 1967 and subsequent odd- nis court, picnic grounds and 3 day when calling someone overseas
Lowell F. Wingert, vice president 6:30 p. m. for a pot-luck diner and
- for example, in London or Paris
Persons 65 and over are auto- numbered years - with their cov- nine hole .golf course.
Lines meetings. A special guest at the
Long
in charge of AT&T's
- will be as easy and as fast as
matically eligible for hospital in- erage beginning the following July
Department, last June made the Auxiliary meeting will be Brenda
calling someone across town,"
medicare, Ball 1.
surance under
first U. S. -to-Europe calls without McBride, who was sent to Girls'
Ader said. He added:
noted. Those who are not social sean operator's assistance as the State by the Auxiliary. Hostesses
Fulton City won its 4th straight
Of the 19.1 million people in the
"Telecommunications experts
curity beneficiaries need only give
Ball
highlight of an international meet- for the dinner will be Mrs. alozelle game as they beat Crittenden
country who are 65 or over,
from many nations, including the
their social security office proof of
in
experts
9
communications
than
of
ing
EdBelle
more
Anna
26 to 7 last Friday. They.
million
Mrs.
county
17.3
and
Green
said
United States, are hard at work
thcir age.
l'hiladelphia.
are staying in shape for the home
out of 10 - have enrolled for the
wards.
were developing plans which will make
But the voluntary medical in- voluntary doctor bill insurance to Officers a ,nd teachers
game against Murray, September
for persons
Ader said AT&T is planning to insurance part of medicare - the supplement their basic hospital in- elected at Good Springs on Sunday. it possible in the future
23.
NOTICE THE ADS
to dial one troduce customer dialing of overpart that pays toward physicians' surance protection under medicare. Officers elected were: Durell Mc- anywhere in the world
The Red Devils came from
reads,
American
average
The
Thomas another directly. The introduction seas calls between New York and
Superintendent;
and surgeons' bills and the cost of About 1 million others notified the Call,
sees or hears 1500 advertising mes- behind to remain undefeated by
..iany other medical services in Social Security Administration that Bruce, assistant; Miss. Winnie Cun- of DUD to the Virgin Islands illu- several European cities on a trial sages a day even though only 76 taking the Panthers 7-6 last week
and out of the hospital - is volun- they did not want the addition pro- ningham, secretary and treasurer. strates the concept they have in basis in 1967. Plans are to offer it of these get real attention accord- in their last home game until
to other areas of the United States ing to Harvzird and MIT research- October 21. They meet Halls, Tentary and the older person who te,:ion. The remainder did not give Teachers were : T. L. Ainley, mind."
When the new service is inaugu- on a gradual basis starting in 1970.
Loyd Watkins, Mrs. Loyd Watwants this protection must sign up aotice either way.
nessee there September 23.
ers.
telekins. Mrs. Thomas Bruce, Mrs. T. rated, Ader said that Fulton
Both those not heard from and I.. Ainley, Mrs. Larry Wat- phone subscribers will be able to
wilil be reach Virgin Islands by dialing the
day
theta& who originally turned down kins. Promotion
FULTON PLAN APPROVED
assigned area code-809-and then
the chance to enroll should get in observed Sunday, September 25.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Fulton City Manager Rollin Shaw
touch with the nearest social se- Mr. and Mrs. Chap Johnson the number desired at St. Thomas,
and City Inspector Nemo Williams
curity office this month if they wish attended the funeral of Mrs. Joe
Phone 479-1864
have returned from Atlanta where
to sign up for the doctor bill in- Johnson at Martin on Friday. She
Linoleum
-Armstrong Inlaid
the Housing and Home Finance
surance under medicare, he said. passed away Wednesday night
to
Agency officials approved the City
If the reasons for their failure
and was buried at East Side,
-Vinyl and Tile
146411111 "ILL
to
found
are
31
May
Fulton's workable program for
by
of
enroll
Martin.
-Downs and McGee Carpeting
the best mixer
another year and has forwarded
have been due to circumstances
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Harrison
-Upholstering, Modern
beyond their control, they may still and daughters, Dona and Patsy,
the plan to the Washington Office.
doctor
their
for
Antique
be able to sign up
of Detroit, visited parents, Mr.
bill insurance with their coverage and Mrs. Coy Harrison, and Paul.
-Viking Kitchen Carpeting
clerks,
now, in- They had previously been in Alafrom
months
6
beginning
-Jim Martin Paints
A basketball officials clinic is
office workersl
and returned
stead of a wait of almost 2 years. bama and Florida,
(CST),
m.
p.
1:00
for
salesgirls!
scheduled
Visinight.
ta their home Saturday
Murray
waitresses!
tors in the Harrison home on Sun- Friday, October 14, at
101 of
typists!
day were Mr. and Mrs. Richard State University, in room
Building.
Health
the
Harrison of Union City, Bro. and
NOWHERE''
at PaGETTING
conducted
be
will
clinic
A
of
children
and
Pruitt
Bobby
Mrs.
' ACROSS
School be- Want to escape from a dull "blind
Martin. Mark Harrison of Dresden ducah Tilghman High
Hanging
ginning at 1:30 p. in. (DST) on alley" job?
end.
week
the
spend
ornament
Mrs. Mary Frields died Sunday Monday, October 3.
7. Gas globule
and quickly All Kentucky basketball officials You can - easily
afternoon in Mayfield, where she
13. Disregard
by the when you learn SPEEDWRITING
14. Imaginary
had been several weeks, following and coaches are required
(ABC shorthand)
15. Graze
a broken hip. Funeral services are KHSAA to attend a clinic each
16, Poles
year, said Rex Alexander of Murincomplete at present.
shorthand is
EDWRITING
SPE
first
17. Ever: poet.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Winstead ray State University and
taught •xclusively in this area at
18. Attempt
representative of the BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE,
family
arid
regional
Jerry,
scat,
their
visited
20. Esperanto
Kentucky High School Athletic Asin Memphis this past week end.
308 Poplar, Martin, Tennessee
21. Abound
THE GENTLE BOURBON • 6 TEARS OLD • 90 PROOF • 54.55 PER FIFTH
Mr. and-Mrs, Billy Gore of Ful- sociation.
23. Made
Tel. 587-7415
unhappy
ton are the new operators of the
basis
individual
the
on
Training
27. French coin
BANANA ANNA
Dukedom Flower Shop. They will
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC.
Day and Evening Classes
29. Hawaiian
Banana Anna suggests Banana
continue with Billy and Ann's
BARDSTOWN, NELSON COUNTY, KENTUCKY
dish
Land in Fulton, operating Bran Muffins in time for the festiFlower
30. Prefix: earth
This is a treat that
ahead.
jointly.
two
the
days
val
31. Be
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Ainley and is really delicious all year round.
33. Insect
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
35. Jelly: chem.
BANANA BRAN MUFFINS
37. French "the"
were dinner guests of Rev. James
38. Clear
Two tablespoons shortening
Westbrook and Janice at Newbern
40, Age
One-fourth cop sugar
Sunday.
42. Crimson
53, Scotch "no" 62.Rubs out 25. Lamprey
One egg, well beaten
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
28. Female deer
44. Cliquish
54. Ear
One cup bran
Carter for a six o'clock supper
28. Without a
47, Gull
inflammation
Two tablespoons sour milk
DOWN
Saturday night were a brother,
stop
50. Sign of
57. Complain
South
of
wife
Two cups chopped bananas
31. Bow
W. L. Carter, and
assent
59. Dormant
1. Asian
32. Length unit
country
One cup sifted flour
51. Mortar
60. Appeared
Fulton; a niece, Mrs. T. L. Carter
.34. Prefix: three
61. Remove silt 2. Consent
trough
One-half teaspoon salt
of Brownsville, and Mr. and Mrs.
36. Permit
3. Sleeping
Three-fourths teaspoon soda
T. If. Hines of Lexington, Ky.
39. Descendant
sounds
Cream shortening and sugar. Let
of Dan
4. Female hog
the egg, milk and bran stand for
41. Tree .
5. Formerly
several minutes together and then
43. Cotton
6. Glances
AIRMAN McKINNEY
Combine with the
fabrics,,,
slyly
Airman Robert C. McKinney son add the bananas.
Sift dry
45. Famous
7. Vehicle
M. McKin- sugar-shortening mixture.
Harry
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
46. Stallion
8. Messier
together and combine
ney of Route 2, South Fulton, has ingredients
48. Indian
9. Groom's
mixture. Bake in well
been selected for technical train- with other
queen
partner'
in a moderate
49. Requires
ing after completing basic training greased muffin tins
-10. Be a
for 30 to 35
52. Horned
member
at Lackland AFB, Texas. A gradu- oven of 375 degrees
the small mufanimal
it. Latvian coin
ate of the South Fulton High School minutes. If desired
and the bak54. Aged
12. Building
in 1965, he attended the University fin tins may be used
55. Pitch
wings
his ing time shortened to 10 or 12 mincontinue
and
Tennessee
of
19. Yelp:slang 58. Sainte:
submitted by
technical training at Amarillo AFB, utes. This is a recipe
abbr.
22. Extinct bird
Mrs. Hazel Summerfield.
in Texas.
58. Vegetable_
24. Canine
specified

Some elderly people who missed
the May 31 deadline for signing up
for the doctor bill insurance part
of medicare may still enroll if they
get in touch with their social security office before October 1, Robert M. Ball, Commissioner of Social Security, said today.

FFA
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ichark
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enrollment

Bulldogs And Devils
Root Out Opponents

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Basketball Meet
For Officials Is
Scheduled Oct. 14

in town
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Don't keep your customers in the dark about your business. Put good commercial lighting to work. Let modern
lighting display and sell your merchandise or service
and brighten your firm's image.
Investigate the wonderful display and selling job that
modern store lighting can do for you. Display windows
and colorful merchandise come alive and are more appealing with modern lighting. Store fronts and business
offices become more pleasant places for trade.
OUR LIGHTING SPECIALISTS CAN HELP. We offer free planning

assistance for your commercial lighting problems at no
charge or obligation. Call us today.
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South Fulton High Names New
Home Room And Class Officers

son of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Green
has been elected president of, his
(Continued from rams VW
class with Lana Hutchens to serve
art at the Central University. He
as vice-president; Jane Graves,
The following were patients in
and CARLOS are staying with
treasurer; Chris McKinney, secreFulton hospitals on Wednesday.
Robert Batts.
tary, and Johnny Campbell, reportSeptember
Virgil Yates, principal of South and Mrs. Hilda Gregory, room
21:
EDUARDO
enjoys
er.
water
color
The News takes pleasure in
Fulton
High
School,
has
announced
mothers.
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the painting and his lovely conception
room mothers and home room
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Junior Class officers are Barry
Sophomores: (Mrs. Trimm's
of the Sierra mountains certainly
following friends:
Herbert Hudson, Mack Ryan, presidents as
follows: Seniors, room) Mrs. Long, Mrs. T. J. East- Rona, president; Susie Malray,
attests to the fact. He brought a
(Mrs.
Miss
Estelle
Grissom's
Hale,
vice-preside
room)
Mrs.
Mrs.
Don
nt;
Vicki
CampM. G. erwood, room mothers; Bill Ward,
Mayhall,
September 23: Tommy Bodker, modern oil painting with him that
Eastern Star Chapter No. 4.1 of Harlan Craven; September 24: was done by a fellow art student bell, Mrs. Rose Allred, Linda Elliott, Mrs. R. M. Lowry, room president. (Mr.
Cunningham's treasurer; Joyce Forhead, secretFulton City met at the Masonic Mildred Cloys, H. M. Connaughton, and is most anxious to have the Patrick, Mrs. Flaudie Wheeler, mother; Jane Graves, president. room) Mrs. C. A. Boyd, Mrs. H. ary, and Donna Peeples, reporter.
Temple Saturday night in called Edye Dowdy, Michael Jones; Sep opinions of our art critics on this Mrs. Velora Stallings, Mrs. Nelda (Mrs. Thompson's room) Mrs. Jack 0. Larson, room mothers; Bobby
Sophomore class officers are
Belle Lucy, Mrs. Margaret Burke, Foster, Mrs. Williamson and Mrs. Larson, president. (Mrs. Cannon's
session for the purpose of initia- tember 25: David Long, Lucille work, as well as his own.
Bobby Boyd, president; David Mction.
•
CARLOS plays a guira, similar Glenn Veneklasen, Reed Holmes, Garrett Kimbell, room mothers; room) Mrs. James Fuller, Mrs. Kinney,
Russell; September 26: Mrs. Lesvice-president;
Johnny
Mrs.
Steve
Nora Milam, Mrs. Tom
Green, president.
Carrot Barnard, room mothers;
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Morris, Worthy ter Betty, Larry Gurley, Bobbie to our guitar and he is especially
Wilson, treasurer; Susan Tegethoff,
Peggy Connell, president.
Matron and Patron of the Cuba Ituffine, Stan Hurt, Frances Work- interested in basketball. He was Bradley, Fulton: George Carter,
Juniors:
secretary,
(Ual
and Bobby Larson, reKillebrew's room)
Freshmen: (Mrs. Nelms' room)
chapter were welcomed by Mrs. man;
president of his school Sports South Fulton; Ken Butler, Wings; Mrs.
W. B. Netherland, Mrs. 0. C.
porter.
Geraldine Merryman.
Mrs. J. U. McKendree, Mrs. W. W.
League and was selected as an Mrs. William Kimbro, Crutchfield; Walker,
room
mothers;
Dana
Aubrey
September
Copeland,
Mayfield; Mrs.
27:
Mike Hailey, outstanding
Hardy room mothers; Mitch Moss,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Arnold restudent
Freshmen of' -I's are
basketball
Mitch
Puckett,
president. (Mrs. Mcceived the degrees of the Order in Johnny Holland, H. II. Murphy; player by the colleges along the Romie Brundige, Route 3, Martin;
president.
(Mrs.
Vanderford's Moss, president; l'at Adams, viceMrs. Gus Amberg, Hickman; Mr. Guire's room) Mrs. Cyrone Black- room) Mrs. Carol Coates, Mrs.
an impressive initiation ceremony September 28: P. D. Blaylock, W. coast.
president; Carmen Gardiner, treass-ell, Mrs. Hilda Gregory, room
presided over by Herman St. John, S. Mantle, Phil Parker; September
Charles Brown, room mothers; urer; Susan Warren, secretary;
Both
ot CARLOS and EDUARDO and Mrs. James Elgin, East mothers;
Phyllis Blackwell, presi- Carmen
Prairie, Mo.
29: Nancy Jean Moss, Mattie Es- are pleased to be
Worthy Patron.
Gardiner, president. (Mrs. Vickie Bloodworth, reporter and
in Fulton and
dent.
(Mrs.
Ennis' room) Mrs. 0. Andrews'
-Mrs. Roy D. Taylor, Associate vary, Donna Sisk, Douglas Smith. think our girls are "pretty faced."
room). Neil Friends, Kenneth Alexander and Bill Bard
C. Walker, Mrs. Thomas Forehand,
FULTON HOSPITAL
Matron composed arid presented a
Mrs. James Warren, room moth- historians.
MAYIYI ELIZABETH MORAN,
Mrs.
Clyde
Fields,
Mrs.
Harry
McMrs.
Pete
Green,
tribute to the Worthy Matron and
D. M. Merry.
ers; Janet Taylor, president.
the daughter of a commercial manPatron honoring them for their efSouth Fulton Senior Steve Green,
ufacturer, is staying in the home man, Mrs. Bud Matheny, Mrs. Nola Kinney, Mrs. Cyrone Blackwell
LOG CABIN—
forts on behalf of the Eastern Star.
of Mrs. J. R. Powell. Mrs. Powell, Ligon, Mrs. J. W. Gordon, Hays
Gifts were presented and the of(Continued ircm Page One)
who studied Spanish irt High Bryant, Mrs. Essie Herring, Mrs.
ficers joined in singing, May the Creek, North Carolina for a re- School, says that the language is Clyde Williams, Sr., Mrs. Mary
Alice Coleman, Howard Powell,
Good Lord Bless and Keep You," union. In 1809 they helped organize coming back to her as she
visits
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Mary Sensing, Mrs. Ruth Calaccompanied by Mrs. Phil Parker. the Presbyterian Church at
Paw with MAYIYI and indeed Mrs.
We wish to thank our friends
iiham,
Refreshments were served during Creek.
Fulton; Dyer Counce, Mrs.
Powell sounds like a native herself.
and neighbors for their prayers
the social hour.
MAYIYI wouldn't sleep late on Archie Ilornsby, South Fulton;
Migrants from Scotland came to
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. of the and words of sympathy, the food
the United States long before the Friday morning, after her arrival Mrs. Gary Isbell, Mrs. W. I. Gosflowers, and those who renderand
Crutchfield
Baptist
Church
met
in
Revolutionary War in which they last Thursday. She arose early to sum, Carl King, Route 2, Fulton;
The Fulton City School District the church Monday night, Septem- ed special service during the death
served. They fought in battle lines press her clothes and get them in Mrs. Lue Harris, Russell Jones,
of
ber
our mother and grandmother,
19, for the regular meeting.
from Pennsylvania to Maryland, to order so that she might be with Hickman; Mrs. H. L. Roberts, is one of the 32 Kentucky systems
BANANA FESTIVAL—
The program chairman, Miss Mrs. Ella Dillon.
Virginia and into North Carolina. Julie, Mrs. Powell's daughter. Route 1, Hickman; Mrs. Annie Ar- that have been named too small
The Family
Marie
(Continued from Page One)
Moore,
used
as
her subject
Early state records show that the Both girls are sixteen and so Mrs. rington, Route 4. Hickman; Mrs. to provide adequate educational
country. This is what a free coun- Catheys gave a great deal to the Powell would have her hands full James Foster, Crutchfield; Mrs. opportunities according to criteria "Central America" and was assistFOR SALE: Fourteen foot fiber
it would seem, "but the girls are Cecil Bellew, Route 1, Crutchfield; recommended by the Committee ed by Mrs. Delma Shelton, Verlie glass boat, motor and trailer; 35
try can do for you. Communist civilization of our country.
countries may promise these things
North Carolina alone lists the such a help," Mrs. Powell remark- Mrs. Fred O'Neal, Route 2, Clin- for Economic Development, a non- Nichols and Mrs. Eunice Myatt. electric starter motor. Bargain.
The president, Mrs. Lewis Patrick,
ton; Mrs. Beulah Copeland, Wingo; profit national
but no country under communist names of 8 Catheys who fought in ed.
401 Court Drive, Fulton.
research and educaLute can fulfil such a promise."
CARLOS CASTRO, who stays Mrs. Bessie Hedge, Dukedom; Mrs. tion organization of 200 executives. was in charge of a short business
the Revolutionary War. Captain
Bill • Frank Welch
session.
This is the diplomacy praised by James Cathey was married to a with Rev. M. B. Proctor, runs his Clifton Short, Mayfield;
Mrs.
The New York City-based group
Pot-luck dinner was served to CV ANTENNAS: We Install —
' far-sighted, alert individuals in sister of General Griffith Ruther- fingers over piano keys and comes Louise Bender, Charleston, Mo.,
Washington from President John- foid and it was their sons and bro- up with 'the most delightful music, Mrs. Chesley Sutton, Palmersville; recommended in a recent report eight members, nine G. A. girls Crade-repair and move. Get our
s.);. on down. This is the kind of thers who moved into Tennessee.
purely south American with a semi Mrs. Talmadge Adams, Water Val- that an effective diversified cur- and the new pastor's wife, Mrs. stiCell. We service all makes TV.
riculum should enroll a minimum Jones, after which Mrs.
diplomacy upheld and praised by
Some students of Tennessee his- classic sound. He also plays the ley.
Lewis Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
of 1500 students and the Fulton Patrick and Mrs. Lester
:he late President John F. Ken- tory say that Rutherford County drums and likes to sing. Ile wants
Patrick
FOR RENT: Floor sanding
City District has an average daily gave a review on the book,
nedy. This is the true meaning of and Rutherford, Tennessee were to further his education in the
"My
attendance of 725.9.
Tourist Trade Increases
Money and God." The meeting was tkdoe and electric floor polisher
diplomacy. More can be accom- named after this General Ruther- United Stales.
The
end
$38
electric vacuum cleaner. Rs.
million
spent
by travelplished in the next ten days by the ford.
Mrs. W. P. Burnette is so happy
The Kentucky Education Asso- dismissed with a prayer by Mrs.
Autnge Furniture Co.
ers in Kentucky last.year is an inman on the street than ten highly
There is little doubt that Zachary with the company of her students
ciation research division has found Jones.
paid and much needed diplomats T. Cathey, who built this log cabin MARIANA MORA, 17, and LUCIA crease of $22 million over 1964, the that 32 percent of the state's 200
could do for the United States in that stands today, was a grandson VEGAS, 16. The Burnettes are re- largest increase in tourist business school systems fail to meet the
WE RENT - - MAYFIELD CREEK
years of work in Latin-American or a nephew of Captain James calling the Spanish they learned on in the state's history, the Kentucky minimum standard.
department of .Publiic Information
countries.
Cathey who died in 1791 and it was their recent trip to Ecuador and
Mayfield Creek, Kentucky is inThe Committee for Economic
There are those who will say that in his honor that Zachary named they are so pleased to have the reports. The toal includes travelcluded in an appropriation of
Hospital bees
we have sent help to communist his son Jimmy. All this before Ten- opportunity of returning the hos- ers from other states and Kentuc- Development said in its latest state- $84,950,000 or flood
control work
kians.
ment that "a unified school system
infiltrated countries in the way of nessee became a state in 1796.
pitality they received upon their
Baby
on
the
Lower
beds
Mississippi
River
and
with 1500 students can function
food, clothing and economic aid
"Granny" had a son-in-law who visit.
with some competence." The re- its tributaries granted by the house
Vacuum
Cleaners
and these things have been used in lost his life in the Civil War and
Appropriati
on Committee. $10.000
Handicapped Children
port continued, stating that a 1500
With a gentle takeoff on the
efforts against us. Perhaps this is left her daughter a widow. This
is included in the appropriation for
Floor polishers
During last fiscal year, the student minimum would
enable
a peace program that simply is not girl and a sister, Susan Cathey, poem by Dr. James Ball Naylor we Kentucky Commission
for Handi- every student to have adquate examinations and surveys of Maysuccessful in many cases for it is remained in the house in which they extend this thought to our Amigos: capped Children provided
doctor's educational opportunities without hetet Creek.
WADE FURN. CO.
done rather like patting a child on were born until their deaths.
We must admit — although it services for 9,967 children of indiimposing unfair burdens on the
Phone 472-1501 Fulton,Icy.
the head, tossing him a crumb and
hurts!
When Susan died the house was
gent parents.
taxpayers."
leaving him to make the most out sold as a part of the estate to be
Festival Needs Your Help
That you were born unlucky;
of what was given.
divided among the heirs and it
You've never, literally, had a
We would bend over to help, but seemed the house had lost its place
home
we wouldn't put ourselves out in the heart of the Cathey family.
In Tennessee or Kentucky.
enough to stoop down and examine
The house was purchased by
the situation and do something Reuben Metheny who later sold it
And yet we feel since wayward
about it. This is where the Peace to Abe Jolley. Jolley kept it as long
thence
Corps and Job Corps activities have as he lived and upon his death
Directs your steps to roam here,
made a tremendous stride in the Leonard Yates bought the property
You'll meet us all and greet us
right direction.
'
that included the house. Yates still
all
Yes, a rice festival, if you will, holds the major portion of the propAnd find yourselves at home
might have averted the present erty though he sold the house to
here.
Vietnamese conflict, and a Banana Carl Robey in 1962.
Festival may avert a Latin-AmeriThe house was back in the hands
can conflict. Of course we cannot of a Cathey family devotee, though
be sure, but isn't it better to try not a direct descendent. Martha.
and perhaps fail, than not to try at the mother of Carl Robey, was
News From Our
all'.' If such a situation were to de- first married to Zachary Cathey,
velop, it might he that we did not son of the elder Zachary who
Boys
In The
built
try hard enough in our own diplo- the home.
matic efforts. An ounce of prevenThe joinger Zachary died of
tion is still worth a pound of cure. food poisoning while still a
young
If such efforts had been exerted man and several years later
Maryears ago with some essence of tha married James Edward
Robey, SAN ANTONIO, Tex. - Airman
common
ground
between
the arid they became the parents of the Phillip P. Merryman, son of Mr.
United States aml Viet Nam there present owner of the log
house, and Mrs. Garland V. Merryman of
might not be any conflict today.
Carl Robey.
102 Court Drive. Fulton, Ky., has
We have no idea, the far reachThe living descendants of the or- been selected for technical training
ing efforts the next ten days will iginal Zachary Cathey in
at
Keesler AFB, Miss., as a U. S.
the area
have, not only on the feelings the include Audie Cathey
of South Fut- Air Force communications specialLatin-American nations will have ton, Nora I,eCornu of
Pilot Oak and
•
•
for us, but on the feelings we will Herman Cathey of
The airman recently completed
Dyersburg, all
have for the Latin-Ameticans.
descendants of the second Zachary basic training at Lackland AFB,
A bridge is level at each end
Cathey,
Tex. His new school is part of the
Some must reach up as others
Herbert Cathey is the first of four Air Training Command which conbend.
generations of Catheys that survive ducts hundreds of
You'll never fill or spill an ice tray aged
specialized
,
. Jackie Caraway
George Cathey, a brother of the courses to provide
Automatic Ice Maker does everything far
technically
you—fills, freezes, releases and stores 202
cond Zachary, Herbert Cathey trained personnel for the nation's
cubes right on the door—all automatically! ,,,
resides in South Fulton across the aerospace force.
Connects easily to water supply.
road from the log house.
Airman Merryman was graduated
•
Whopping 127-1h. size zero zone top
This'is just part of the story told from Fulton High School in 1963
freezer and large fresh food section are
for the old log house that is enjoy- and attended Murray, (Ky.) State
100% frost-Proof„ You can say farewell'
ing later years as a haven for the University.
to frost forever!
antiques so familiar to its past,
•Twin Hydrators are Porcelain Enamel—
comforted with the modern conU. S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY,
resist rust, stains and keep fruits
end
veniences of air conditioning and a Colo.—Cadet Stephen L. Dyer, son
vegetables fresh, flavorful.
• Deep door shelf holds /
'heating system that will not scorch of Mr. and Mrs. Royce L. Dyer of
1
2 gallon milk _
cartons, big 46-oz, juice cans—lifgh „If
its floors.
Rt. 1, Hickman, Ky., has resumed
enough for tall soda bottles.
Oh the patience of a house!
classes at the U. S. Air Force
Mayor Giliart11jcc requested
The
calm
assurance as it waits Academy following completion of
the Fulton City commission take
The season through unfalteringly specialized training.
an official stand on the proposed
Above our petty loves and hates!
Last summer, Cadet Dyer spent
revision of the Kentucky State
Watching slow years come and 12 days in advanced survival trainConstitution at the Commission
go.
ing
in the rugged Rampart Range
Meeting last week. No action was
I think that surely it must know area surrounding the Air Force
taken on his proposal hut the
Aleo, something of eternity.
Academy. During this training, he
Mayor stated, "I don't mind statgained leadership experience in es— E. Becker (revised)
ing my stand, I am against it."
tablishing
air base defense against
The mayor said that he fell the
after small amount down.
simulated penetration attempts by
Commission had a "duty to go on
Even less with an operating
Model FPDA-143TAK, 14.3 Cu. ft.(NEMA
METHODIST MISSION STUDY
a mock "foe."
tradelrl
standard)
record," because "Si) many peoThe cadet is a graduate of FulThe Fall Mission Study Conferple are going to vote on the reFIRST
ton
SPACE
County
AGE
nigh
School.
ADVANCE
in refrig- SPACE AGE
ence of the First Methodist Church
vision without reading it."
eration. Packs more power per cubic inch
DEPENDABILITY,-.
Routine business was transacted will be held today. September 22,
BACKED BY 5-YEAR
for more space, new features. Made with
WARRANTY AT..CHILD ABUSE REPORTS
and Ernest Fall was named to the at Murray beginning at 9:30 a. m.
NOEXTRA CHARGE!
incredibly
wear-re
sistant,
Kentucky
law makes failure to
satellite-type 1-year Warranty
Minority Housing Sub-Committee The meeting will stress unified
for
repair of any defect'
materials. Only 3 moving parts. Sealed in
in the entire
of the Citizens Advisory Commit. church-wide studies. Nursery facili- report cases of child abuse a missteel, oiled for life, cushioned to
refrigerator, plus 4-year
reduce Warranty for repair
tee with others to he named later. ties are available and the -meeting demeanor punishable fine up to
of
any defect In the
vibration.
Whisper
silent!
$100.
The law requires that written
The City Manager was author- is ill close with a sack lunch at noon.
refrigerating system. Backed by
General
reports of such cases be sent to loMotors!
ized to advertise for pip, needed to
cal law enforcement officers and to
replace lines to the lagoon which
the Department of Child Welfare,
"THANK YOU MACHINE"
will be under the fill needed in the
construction of the Purchase ParkA recent survey by the Southern
SCENIC BYWAY
way. The amendment to the gar- Bell Telephone
Company showed
Lined with antebellum fieldstone
bage ordinance governing com- that time-of-day machines
which fences and great trees that arch
mercial users was also approved. give a recorded
message and the across the road, the Old Frankfort
exact time to anyone who calls re- Pike between Lexington
TOUR FLOORS OF FINE
and FrankVhdt Local Stereo Fiat
ceive a polite "thank-you" from 62 fort is a scenic byway
FURNITURE"
in the BlueWalnut Street
Remodeled Lately?
per cent of its some 22,000 users.
grass area of Kentucky.

NOSPITAL NEWS

Morris's Feted Happy Birthday
By City Eastern
Star Chapter 41

CED 131 KEA Report'
City School System
Is Not Effective

My Money And God
A Study By W. M. U.

CLASSIFIED ADS
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New Space Age Convenience!

Lowest-Priced FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR
with compact Automatic Ice Maker!

SERVICE

Forget about
messy ice trays!

Fulton City
Commission
Has Session

Compare our low pricel
Only

$3.00
per
week

THE
FRIGIDAIRE
POWER
UPSIDE

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.

Fulton

The
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BANANA FESTIVAL

01 interest to Homemakers

EDITION

S—Digame senor
S—Vengo a ver el apartamiento.
tostado
E—I've come to see the apartment E,—Yes, sir?
S—Queremos desayuno para dos S—Que puedo hacer por Lid?
S.--Cal de ellos?
E—What can I do for you?
personas
F,—Which one?
Sieet#SZed
.S—Puedo ayudarlo?
E—We'd like breakfast for two
S—El que se alquila
E—Can I help you,
S—Que podria servirnos7
E—The one which is for rent
BY
E--What can you serve us?
S—Necesito una habitacion
JOSE OTANO
S—Jug
o de naranja, cafe, con
E—I want • room
LECHE — Milk
leche, te con limon o con leche
S—De que ',redo la deses?
CAFE — Coffee
E—How much do you want for it? E—Orange juice, coffee with milk,
S—Me alegro mucho de conocerle S—La senorita Blake
AZUCAR — Suga
tea with lemon or si ith milk
S—Con airs acondicionado?
L—Glad to have met you
AGUA — Water
E—Mise Blake
S—Con clue
sirven" •
E—With air condition?
S—Encantado
— Tea
E—Whiii do you serve with it?
E—I'm very /in.'s,to have met you S—Mucho gusto, (muy contento) S—Por supuesto
PAN — Bread
S—Un cereal caliente o trio,
E---Of course
S—Eepero volver a verle pronto E—Very glad
MANTHQUILLA — Butter
huevos con tocino y pan
S—Sirven coracla en el restaurant?
E--Hope to see you again soon
SOPA — Sour
S—En conocerla
E.--Do you serve food in the resS—Asi to espero
E—To meet you
taurant?
E—I hope so
S—Deseo alguna conuda tipica de
El—Aqui tiene usted ml direccion S—Mucho gusto en conocerla
E—Very pleased to meet y'-u.
Kentucky
y ml telefono
E--I want Kentucky's typical food.
E—Here are my address and tele- o—Como esta usted?
S—La
cuenta por favor
phone number
E—How are you?
.
F.--May I have the check, please?
S—Tiene usted ml dlreccion
S—Mu
y bien, gracias
E—Do you have my address
S--Tebdras hambre
E—Very well, thanks
S—Nit, demela Usted.
E—You must he hungry
E—No, let me have it
S—Es usted de Sur America?
S—Si. pociria corner algo
S—Cuando se le puede telefonear E--Are you from South Americ ? E—Yes. I could certainly eat
a
a usted?
something
S—Si, Senor, yo soy
E—Whern can I phone you
S—Hay un burnt restaurant en el
E—Yes, I am
S—Por la manana
motel
S—Habla usted Ingles?
E—In the morniv
E—There's a good restaurant at
S—Hasta luegol
E—Do you speak English?
the motel
E—So long
S—Es ma buena idea. N'amos
S—Tin poco
E—That's a good idea. Let's go
E—A
little
_
S—Buesoe &Las, comb arta usted?
there
S—Aqui eats, senor
E—Good morning. how are you?
S—Camarero Camarero!
E—Her
e
you
are.
!sr
S—Yo estoy Men, gracias
E—Waiter!! Waiter!!
E—Very well thanks
S—Ettienas tardes
E—Good afternoon
No matter the occasion- -good roomin
g is part of havS—Huenas noches
ing a good time. Our exclusive
dryeleaning process
E—Good night
assures
you that your wardrobe will be fresh and
S—Hasta misname
"likenew- for every occasion. You are
E—Until tomorrow
sure to be a winner
nveryti me with
S—Lo volvere a ver
E—I will see you again.
MIRACLE FINISH
f3--Adioe
PROCESS
E—Goodbye
Available only at
Este ocupedo—He is busy
Esta enfermo—He is sick
Esta Unto—He is ready
Esta solo—He is alone
Esta enojado—He us angry
Estes furioso—He is furious
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
Esta aburrido—He is bored
Este enamorado—He is in love
La primavera—spring
El verano--summer
El otono—fall
El invierno—winter
Enero
Febrero
Marzo
Abril
Mayo
Junto
Julio
Agoeto
Sep.tiembre
Octubre
Noviembre
Diciembre
PROJECT UNITE US —. LEARN TO SPEAK

PRE--

Mandel Brown,(right) the capable young
Fulton High band director
who has done a superb job of coordinating
the Festival's Amigo program, looks a little czrplexed as Gil Marcel
o Velez of Cuenca adjusts
his camera to take pictures of twin cities
people and places. Mr. Velez is
visiting in the home of the Win Whitrals.

NOFFEL'S DEPT. STORE
Lake Street

Fulton

11111110iith
pitii

FESTIVAL
SPECIALS

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Sept. 22 - 23 - 24

(r4

BRAND
•
BREATHIN. BRUSHED PIGSKIN CASUAL
SHOES BY WOLVERINE A

AMERICA'S FAVORITE
CASUALS -FOR THE
ENTIRE FAMILY
The Only Store In Fulton County That
Has A Complete Family Line Of
HUSH - PUPPIES SHOES —

1/2 Price

Pordria darme usted algtuaa informaelco?
Could you give me 'some information?
No conozzo la ciudad y no
puedo orientarme.
I Ahsn't know this Wt..,
d
can't find my way around.
Putts, es muy sencillo.
Well, it's quite simple.
Es que soy forastero.
You see, I'm a stranger here.
En ese caso le ensenara la
chided.
In that case, I'll show you the
town.
Putt, se lo agradeceria mucho.
I'd appreciate that a lot.
"Then, I'd be very grateful to
YOU."
S—Tengo tiernpo
E--I have, time
S—No tengo tiempo
don't have time
S—Tengo visites
r.—I have company
S—Tengo catarro
E—I have a cold
S—Tengo sed
E—Fm thirsty (I have thirst)
S—Tengo trio
cold
S—Tengo calor
E—I'm warm
S—Tengo dolor de cabers
E--I have a headache
S—Tiene razon
Ye—You are right (you have reason)
S—Que tiene?
E—Whet's wrong with you?
S—Curntos ono, Uene?
F.—How old are you?
S.—Alberto tiene cinco II/1011
E—Albert is five years old

S—Tiene usted un lapiz?
E--Do you have a pencil?
S—Tiene Ud. una plums?
E--Do you have a Den?

There ate hats And there are hats But yew
hat that's
sarnettung 'Weser lust late the new I%Atom&
Hush
Pupptes• hats by Woteenna What's (afferent,
Breath's,'
Brushed Fhislun•, specially tanned to ignore sudden
storms
A camel Itehtn•sght Mat brushes clean, restoong the nyb
dews nap that lasts and lasts That's ddleceed
Tao at
your day systh a Kush Puppes• hat Today

9 x L2 FOAM BACKE
Rayon - Viscose RUGS
11111•ININ BRUSHED
P.cssi MS C•SunIs

NOFFEL'S DEPT. STORE
Lake Street

Fulton

Special Purchase!

HOUSECOATS

Verb — Tester
To have
Tengo — I have
Tiene — You have, have you?
He has, has he?
She has, has she?
H has, has it?

Think casual

oR-pevadeet.

Only
EACH

eri/Pard csiOdye
Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.

Reg. $3.98 to $7.98 DripDri

$1.99 to $3.99
Famous "Ship 'N Shore"

BLOUSES

1/2 Price
Reg. $3.98 to $5.98
Shirtwaist or Bermuda Collar

$1.98 & $2.98
MENS DRESS and WORK PANTS
Values to $5.98

2 Prs.$5.00

BYO
neva•press
• •

MENS WHITE DRESS

SHIRTS- - $2.00
Values to $3.98

MENS $3.98 WORK PANTS
THIS SALE
ONLY

$2.98 WORK SHIRTS

2 For 5.00

All the traditional style details, plus it is permanently pressed foriasting good looks.

$3. Pr.

11

THE LEADER STORE
434 LAK
E STREET

•

gUY
TTON
DOWN

FULTON

YOUR CHOICE OF $
POPULAR PATTERNS
AND STYLES

4.95 each

THE LEADER STORE

434 Lake Street

*Reg U.S. Pat. OR a,d longs metrics.

Fulton
KORATRONI
NIMPF

1

September 22. 1966

Fulton, Ky.

aieauties Vie For Princess Title and Scholarship

Welcome

(More Contestant Pictures on 4B)

YOUR FEED & GRAIN
Marketing Headquarters In This Area!

INTERNATIONAL

35% HOG
SUPPLEMENT
MASH
$120.130 Per Ton

UNCERTIFIED
MONON
Coedit. Sampson
CECILLE SAMPSON, 20, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Sampson
of Milan. Tennessee, is • junior at
Union University and a membee of
Chl Omega sorority. She was first
runner-up in the 1965 Banana Princess Pageant; Okra Queen of 1966;
West Tennessee Strawberry Festival Queen of 1964; 1st Runner.up,
Miss 'rimless** Fairest of the Fair,
1964; Miss Gibson Coy nty Fairest
of the Fair, 1963; Miss Milan Community Fair, 1963; Miss Grabill
Community, 1963; Miss Milan, 1943
and Cotton Belle of 1966.

TO THE

HOG SUPPLEMENT
MASH
$124.00 Per Ton

REGISTERED
MONON

CYNTHIA GAY VINCENT, It
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Vincent of Martin, Tennessee, is acollege freshman and enjoys swimming reading and modeling. She
is a cheerleader, • member of tha
student council and has participat•
led in several regional contests, including the International Banana
Festival Princess Pageant.

et
• to

10 Bag Lou Loose
At Mill 40%

WHEAT SEED
Now In Stock!

NANCY BARBARA KINNAMON,
f2, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
nn a mon of Raytown. Missouri,
it a gradu•te of the University of
Missouri and a member of the
11111uPhi Epsilon and Delta Alpha
rarities. She was a talent winner
in the Miss Missouri contest and
Ras held the title of Miss Lee's
mmet and Miss Independence.

Page 213 "

(In 1-Bushel
Paper Bags)

FESTIVAL

We Honot ASC Purchase Orders For
Seed and Fertilizer.

BROWDER MILLING CO. INC.

Burnette Tractor Co.
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Phone 472-1300

Fulton, Ky.

FAMOUS McKESSON

SALE!
V1TA-R
BEXEL
AMA
112
JUDY GAIL FAULK, 19, daugh.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Faulk
of Kingsport, Tennessee, is a sopho.
more at the University of Tenn'ssee. She is Mist Key Club and Miss
Kingsport and also participated in
the Miss Tennessee Pageant. Miss
Faulk has also served as a model
for Tri-Teen Magazine.

PAMELA GAVE SHAW, 19, dale,
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Shaw
of Georgetown, S. C., is • sophomore at Columbia College, has
studied piano 6 years and enjoys
sewing, composing poetry, skiing
arid golf. SIN, has won the title of
Miss Georgetown and South C•rorine Peach Queen.

PRICE

2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1 ON SOME
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS ON ALL!

September Thru October

BEXEL BEXEL VHP
CANDY-LIKE VITAMIN &
TABLETS MINERAL
FOR CHILDREN

FREE!

(VERY HIGH POTENCY)

WHILE THEY LAST ..

GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK

SAVINGS BANK
Start with the big savings
you -make during trim
great Vitamin sale,

CAPSULES

WITH THIS COUPON

1/2 PRICE

SAVE
$649

SAVE
$374
Chewable, delicious frult
Ilavors in multi colors

JUDY KAREN DAVIDSON, 17
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
Davidson of Clinton, Kentucky, is •
uraduate of Hickman County High
School and is Miss Grcan•Uo Prin.
cess. She is a talented pianist and
served as photographer on the High
School Annual.

JANE CRAIG FIELDS, 19, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Craig Fields
of Pikeville, is • sophomore at
Transylvani• College and a member of the Delta Delta Delta Sorority. She was formerly Miss
East Kentucky and a participant
in the Miss Kentucky Pageant.

--fP50 DAY SUPPLY) Reg $7.49

Now $375

BEXEL SPECIAL
FORMULA IMPROVED
The very best Vitamin and
Iron Tonic Capsules

NOTHING TO BUY!
Authentic reproduction
• of a famous antique

4

Bexel
Vs.
,
/ H,,.. RIPTESICV

GRANDFATHER'S

CLWINK

Recommended
for active people
and older adults

(6 MONTH SUPPLY) Reg. $12.98

Now $649

RADIO

BEXEL MPM

Beautiful, hand-rubbed Fruitwood finish electric clock
for wall or mantle, with
transistor radio. See it on
display in our store. Enter
your name in the drawing.

(Maintenance Plus Minerals)
Vitamin and Mineral Insurance
Power-Packed Capsules.

WELCOME,
FESTIVAL VISITORS!

Fill IN
BRING IN
-1 THIS ENTRY COUPON!

SAVE

SAVE
$349

$479

SPECIAL OFFER!
ALSO FIVE OTHER BEXEL FORMULAS AT HALF PRICE!

BEXEL LARGE-SIZE SPECIALS
Bezel Special Formula Improved 100s, Reg $5.95 NOW $3.98 SAVE $1.97
Bezel Multiple Vit. Lip. for Children,13 oz., Reg $1 79 NOW $1 20 SAVE 591
Bezel VHP (Very High Protency) 100's, Reg. $7.89 NOW $5.25 SAVE $264
Bexel MPM (Maint. Plus Minerals) 100's, Reg $3.49 NOW $2.35 SAVE 91.14
Betel MP (Maintenance Plus) 100's, Reg $289 NOW $1.95 SAVE 941
Beret HP (High Potency) 100.4 Reg $595
NOW $398 SAVE $1 97
NOW $1.32 SAVE 661
Bezel Candy-like Chewables 60's. Reg $1.98
Vitamin
8
Complex 100s. Reg St 98
Bezel
NOW $1.32 mat 661

MANY GENERAL VITAMINS
AT HUGE SAVINGS
VITAMIN C OR VITAMIN B-1 TABLETS
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1
Vitamin C Tablets, 100 mg 100's, Reg.$1.29,2 for $1.29
Vitamin C Tablets, 250 mg, 100'S, Reg.$249.2 tor $2.49
Vitamin C Tablets. 500 mg 50's, Reg $2.49.2 for $2.49
Vitamin 8-1 Tablets, 25 mg..100's.Reg $1.50.2 ft: $1.50
Vitamin 8-1 Tablets, 50 erg , 100's. Reg. $2.50.2 for $2 50
Vitamin 8-1 Tablets, 100 mg ,100's.Reg 5425.11or $425

1/3 OFF ON ALL OTHER McKESSON VITAMINS

McKESSON CANDY-LIKE
VITAMIN C
Delicious. chewable Orange
Flavored Tablets

100 mg 100's Reg $1.29 NOW 116C
?50 mg 100 s Reg $198 NOW 32

Ii
Drive-In
11
Martin Highway
I

BEXEL ELIXIR
VITAMIN & IRON TONIC
Recommended especially
for Very Active People and
Older Adults

ONLY

REX EL

NITE WRITING
BALL POINT
PEN Florentine Gold
finish. Write in the dark
or pull it apart for use s i
as a flashlight.
Complete with battery. "I,,‘

H-0
ELECTRIC
TRAIN SET
BEXEL

BA

Includes 4 cars, 12
tracks and batteries.
Works on or off
tracks, forward or
reverse

$919

per bottle

ma
PRFPAID TO YOUR HOME

Sale and contest i loses November I. 1966

Curl Service
1

I

— South Fulton

SOUTHSIDE DRUG

125 E.
Sidle Linc
479-2262

ST

2B'

BE
ulton. Ky.
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Platt Tie•'MOTO!
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85,000

GREEN STAMPS

HERE ARE LAST WEEK'S LUCKY
TIC-TAC-TOE STAMP
1,000 ARLENE Ho

1CHARLcE BETTS
MRS. HARRY HICKS

1,000
1,000
1,000
1 1000

MRS. LEON MANN
MARY WARD
FRANCIS WARD

cw

PKINS
LINDA WARREN
Rot%RT COvi N GTO N
MRS.JAmES Ans MILL IAN
MRS. OAVE BOULTON

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

MRS. EMOGENE F3RowN
MRS. RICHARD LEWIS
W.3. GRISSOM
MRS. ROBERT RUDOLPH
MRS. W.T. TAYLOR

1,000
1,000

1,000
1,000
1,000

WO

••N•
WINNERS !!

MR. 3.C. WiLBuR
wiNSToN BRASuRE
MRS. BELL HOLLAND
MRS. HARR1' HICKS
ARLENE 1-10P141NS

1,000

1,000
1,000
1,00o

ULMtwaga'Death StomwDay-OPEN
$UNDAYS ALL Dki;.01
WE RESERV THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITI
ES • PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. 9-24
FOLGER
WITH * 5.00
PURCHAsE
ExCLuOING
TOBACCO AIQ
MILK PR.oDucTS.

*
LB.CAN

F

pREMSWIFT'S
49t BEEF
SI
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S
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4
BEEF
VIENNAS
1 2. oz.O
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Our Discount Prices
Save You Big Mone
BANANA FESTIVAL SPECIAL!
OVAL BRAIDED RUGS
9 x 12

$29.95

6x 9

$18.95

..emeelloSt
4x6

$ 9.95

3x 5

$ 6.95
$3.99

9 x 12 Linoleum Rugs

$19.95

Metal Wardrobes

PATRICIA ANN JOHNSTON, IS,
the daughter of Mr. and Mts. Riley
Johnston of Benton. Kentucky, is a
freshman at Murray State Uniiersity. She holds the title of Miss
Marshall County A & I Fair and
participated in Miss West Ken'
lucky Fish Fry cont3st. She was a
cheerleader at Benton High for two
years and would like to be an ele•
mentary school teacher.

SYLVIA JO BROOKS, 16, daugh•
ter of Mr. end Mrs. Donald W.
Brooks of Greenville, Tennessee, is
a sophomore at East Tennessee
State University and a member of
Sigma K•ppa sorority. She holds
the title of Miss Greene County and
has participated in several conlasts. She plays the piano and the
organ and was a majorette for
three years.
(More Contestant Pictures c

CYNTHIA JEAN NEELEY, 18,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Finis Ed•
ward Nutley of South Fulton, Tennessee, is • college freshman majoring in secondary education. She
is a talented singer and pianist and
is the 1966 Obion County Fair 3st of
the Fair. She is a state 444 talent
show winner and she particularly
enjoys cooking and baking, and
her favorite sport is basketball.

SANDRA DARLENE SEALS, 19,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Quentin
H. Seals of Morristown, Tennessae,
Is a student at Carson Newman
College, while she is holding a job
as a long distance trainee with
the telephone company. Her titles
include, Miss Morristown of 1966,
Kiwanis Capers Queen, Miss Putt'
Putt of 1965 and she is presently
Ramp Festival Gluten.

11.„mod
JOANNA WOODRUFF, 17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Woodruff of South Fulton, Tennessee, is
a freshman at the University of
Tennessee Martin Branch. She was
second maid in both the South Fulton Booster Club Beauty Revue
and in the Miss Obion County Fair
contest. She likes to sew and cook
and was an illustrator for her
st.hcol paper.

681

$19.95

Metal kitchen cabinets

For The

WE TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

BEST

Gz 1-1 Discount Furniture

and

4th and Ky.Aims. Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-1012

CLEANEST

PLAY ALL PRO

USED FURNITURE
buy it at

WELCOME TO
1FULTON
AND TO
1 THE
FESTIVAL

BRENDA FAYE HEATH, 19,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Heath of Fayetteville, N. C., is a
sophomore at Methodist College
and a member of the Beta Sigma
Phi International Sorority. She
is
Miss Fayetteville of 1966, Queen
of Sandhills 1965, Miss North Caro'
fins Apple Queen 1965, Miss
Teen.
ager of Fayetteville 1964, Miss
504
of the 82nd Airbornt Division,
Miss
Flame of Fayettevtlle 1964, swim.
. suit winner in the Miss
North Caro1 iina contest nd Miss Most
BeautiI ful Legs of Carolinas 1966,
among
other titles to her credit.

Oct. 2

WIN A MUSTANG

At Your American Oil Station

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

Ladies and Girls

Ladies
SWEATERS

BLOUSES
Ladies Sizes 30 to 40
Girls Sizes 7 to 14

Martin Senour Paint

I

One Big Group of
$3 and $4 Sweaters
• Sizes to Fit All

•

Roll-Up and
Long Sleeves

" Huge Variety of
Styles and colors

Solids and

IvIONABO
_
_

? New

and Used
Special Prices Furniture
OnatReconditioned Refriger
ors and
Electric and
Gas Ranges.
All
Guaranteed
- - and also a
selection of

complete
_ _

WALLPAPER
EXCHANG E,
FURNITURE CO.
Fulton
- - Commercial Ave.

MARILYN ANN CHARLTON, 19,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leda
Charlton of Wingo, Kentucky, is a
college sophomore and a member
of the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
She was Purchase District Fair
Queen of 1964, Mountain Laurel
P epresenta t iv e
of
1966, Miss
Graves County of 1966 and Miss
I Western Kentucky Fish Fry of
1966. She was also first runner•up
' in the "Miss Kentucky" for Miss
U. S. A. contest.

Fancy Patterns

Boys No - Iron
SHIRTS

Tt "CREAM OF THE

$2.66
Reg. $2, Now

3

%

2

1155

FORD Panel Truck; good
p
Condition
DODGE
Van
S2
N
k SO GMC 3-,.ton; hydraulic IR%
on rear
lk

2

Ilk

Reg. $7

WV

$1.66

Ni3
h,
3

CORVAIR; bucket seats,
4 on the floor, 36,000 miles;
sharp
‘03 FORD 2-dr 6 cyl; 1-ownerA
Sharp
462 NASH convertible; bucket I
seats
OLDS Super-88 with pew/
clean!
•
' 11160 VALIANT station wagonAt
straight shift
%60 CHEVROLET Impala, 4-dr4 l
%60 FORD station wagon
11
613 STUDEBAKER, OD St, Dr.lh I
%5EI FORD Fairlane SOO, 4-door
sharp
CHEVROLET 2-door, 6-cyll
'Si straight shift; sharp
k Si BUICK Super; real sharp t
k 56 PONTIAC station wagon'11
2 good fishing car.
S
'N 53 FORD VS, automatic
t JEEP Station wagon

LOAFERS

Reg. $3., Now

rAndunimunruranourrAn

CROP"

MENS PENNY

•
Sizes 7-11

Plaids; Sizes 8 to IL

gPee
Our 1.49 Cotton

FLANNELS

•
Black

SHEET BLANKETS
60x76
Lockstiich Edges

Compare to $2
elsewhere! $

Brisk colorful patterns,
... men's slues 8-M-l.

Wash 'n wear cotton flannel
...extra warm, good-looking!

Reg. $1.19

b

,
111
1

2015 other cars, trucks

;

2
2

MOTORS I
2
Dial 472.3362

!WILSON

2
2

N

US 40•51 Bypass, North

wrArimuniunimerArArArAral

EASY
CREDIT
TERMS

112
.
SCH & CO.
irZN.
" HIR
8:30 - 6 Ilea-THUS
8:30 -8

Fri-Sat.

odirtaierioretitiii$XNNIk.:'4146..."4._

ma

11.011/1111111r

• •,

.raise-mor
snatmer

Fulton, Ky.
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WIN A WEEK'S SUPPLY OF
GROCERIES FREE AT BIG VALU

26° FOOD CHEK
CHUCK ROAST

UFF, 17, cieurs. H. C. Wood, Tennessee, is
University of
ranch. She was
the South FulBeauty Revue
ion County Fair
sew and cook
rater for her

We Reserve the Right to Limit
Quantities. None sold to Dealers.

FULTON, KY.
FORMERLY U - TOTE - EM

110 4th St. FULTON, KENTUCKY

FIRST WEEK WINNER: MRS. RONNIE GRISSOM

GIVEN AWAY EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT- JUST REGISTER

TENDER
BLADE
CUTS

GUARANTEED
TENDER

;CHUCK STEAKS
BONELESS STEW

Lb. 99c

SLAB BACON
FRANKS

EGO
KRAFT OIL 48 oz
Libby's Potted Meat

69c

L B.

Lb. 69c

Lb. 55c GROUND CHUCK

j

Lb. 69c GROUND BEEF

12.69c SLICED BACON

79c

IMFMT:S

sNoiNDRIFTLbs.59

BEEF LIVER Sliced . . . Lb. 39c I PORK LIVER Sliced . . . Lb. 35c

49c

Swifts 12 oz.
HYDE
PARK
MED.
h
itE
IZ
W
S

ARMOUR'S
STAR

39

ROAST . . . . Lb. 49c

Lb 59c ]ENTER CUT CHUCK

SHOULDER OR ENGLISH CUT

CUBE STEAKS

LB.

c

.

Doz.

Lnchase
Pp
AknCdou

KRAFT Sliced American Cheese lb. 59c Flavorkist Duplex Sandwich Pkg. 49c
3 1/4 oz. 4 for 49c Libby's Pineapple Sliced or Crushed 1 1/2 Cans . . F Z. 49c
89c

PINEAPPLE GRAPEFRUIT DRINK

LIBBY'S

46 oz. 2 for 49c

LAD DRESSING
ATO SOUP

2
CUT GREEN BEANS (Libby's) 303 CANS for 49c

CREAM STYLE CORN (Libby's) 303 2 for 39c I

Blue Plate
With Coupon
And Purchase

0119c
10c

GARDEN PEAS (Libby's) 303 CANS 2 for 39c

HEINZ
No. 1 CAN

TUNA
3for 89c LUCKY PIES Bolc2of 39c
CRACKERS LB. 19c JELLO valvolks 4for 43c
Starkist
Green Label
Chunk

2
1
/

Cans

HYDE PARK

1

ONIONS (Yellow Sweet) 3 Lbs.

29#1

CARROTS (Young Tender) 2 pks. 250

POTATOES (Sweet 2 Lbs.

254

RUSSET POTATOES

5 Lbs. 39;

GRAPES1Z2 lbs. 25c APPLE St:ts 4 59c
L EA

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

SNOWDRIFT
3 Lbs. 59c

BLUE PLATE

SALAD DRESSING

COUPON

COUPON
Worth 5c on Purchase of 3 cans
Heinz Tomato Soup

With Coupon and $5,00 Purchase
Excluding Tobaccos & Milk

With Coupon and $5,00 Purchase
Excluding Tobaccos & Milk

With Coupon and $5,00 Purchase
Excluding Tobaccos & Milk

50-Size ANACIN TABLETS
89c

Expires Sept. 24, 1966

Expires Sept. 24, 1966

Expires Sept.i.r? 1966

Expires Sept. 27 1966

Expires Sept.2 r" 1966

Hyde Park Medium

EGGS doz. 15c

OT. JAR 19c

•

50 FREE STAMPS
With Coupon and Purchase of

Fulton, Ky.

September 22, 1966
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Please come in.
SPANISH LESSON
1. Qua Puedo Hater For listed?
What can I do for you?
B. Puedo Ayudarlo?
Can I help you?
3. Nos Sentimos May Contentos
Con Sc Praia:Lola.

Sientest Aqui For Favor.
Please sit here.
8. Tette* Que Inue.

I have to leave.
9. Perdoneme.

Excuse use.

ECUADOR TO BEELERTON

We are so glad you're here.

•
••
•

Ecuador will come to Beelertor
tonight (September 81 when W. P
4. Re Gustarla Valtar Su Pals.
counBurnett presents slides of the counI would like to visit your
try to the Beelerton PTA meeting
try.
at
7130 p. m. Parents, teachers,
A
V.
La
5. Espero Volver
students and friends are encourHope to see you aagin.
8. Hasa listed El Favor De Entrar. aged to attend the interesting program.

BONNIE CLAIRE BARRETT,
20, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Allen C. Barrett of Murfreesboro,
T3nnessee, is a junior at Belmont
College in Nashville and is a mem•
bee of Kappa Delta Sigma. She is
Miss Rutherford County of 1966
and East Tennessee Strawberry
Cluaen of 1966. She enjoys singing
and sports and has participated in
several beauty pageants.

MARILYN SUE DAVIS, 15, dauJANE CHRISTIAN, 20, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Christian ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
of Hannibal. Missouri, is a tumor Davis of Tiptonville, Tennessee, is
at Southwest Missouri State Col- • freshman at th3 University of
lege. She was selected Miss Mark Tennessee Martin Branch. She enTwain, Miss Marion County Enter- joys sewing, reading and swimtainer of 1966 and was second run• ming and is a member of the
ner-up in the Miss Missouri Con. Booster Club, the Sub-Junior Wotest. She is a talented singer and man's Club and the Annual staff.
is a Charm School graduate with She has won the title of Miss
EC EMC.
• special award in modeling.

Banana Festival Specials

WENK
.
frvoircrinth"

unEkv

r;TAYC111111 IRS/Of

T
TO WENK, 1240 RADIO IN
UNION CITY FOR FESTIVAL NEWS,
HIGHLIGHTS, AND SPECIAL BROADCAST ALL DURING THE WEEK
BAP

'TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 27 & 28
3:00 to 4:00 P. M.
9

Volt Transister
Radio Battery

4

for $1.00

BED PILLOW

King Size
100% Foam

$2.00

BABY BLANKET

Rayon or Acrylic

One Lot Ladies

36 x 50
$1.00

SLIM

MS

SPECIAL BROADCAST SALUTING THE
[
FESTIVAL WITH NEWS, INTERVIEWS,
MUSIC AND HIGHLIGHTS HOSTED BY
CILE SAUVIGNE
—

Davie
enter':
Ion Pdi
net.;
Martin
F :F
Festiva

WEDNESDAY NIGHT...7:00 P. M. Til ????
SPECIAL LIVE BROADCAST OF BANANA-RAMA TALENT SHOW FROM CABANA
CITY AUDITORIUM

r

1—THURSDAY NIGHT ...8:00 P M. Til ????

$1.00 Pair

New Shipment Plastic

4

PICTURE FRAME

Large Size Cannon

SPECIAL LIVE BROADCAST OF INTERAMERICAN MUSIC FIESTA FROM CABANA CITY AUDITORIUM

With Picture Assortment
SATURDAY MORNING.. 10:30 AM Til ?fl—

BATH TOWELS

Slight Irregular
LINDA KAY NANNEY, 18, dau.ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nanney
of South Fulton, Tennessee, is a
freshman at the Univ3rsity of Tennessee Martin Branch. She holds
the title of South Fulton Booster
Princess and is a talented dancer,
hiving studizd tap, ballet and toe
dancing. She also served as cheerleader for two years.

MARY JANE WALKER, 17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Walker of Bumpus Mills, Tennessee, is a freshman at Austin Peay
State College. Stse holds the title of
Miss Stewart County and was the
second maid in the Miss Tenr3ssee
Valley Contest. She enjoys bowling,
tennis and swimming and is a talented baton twirler.

LINDA RUTH COX, 18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alger E. Cox
of Jefferson City, Tennessae, is a
college sophomore. She is a talented dancer and has studied ballet,
tap and modsrn dancing. She holds
the title of East Tennessee Belle of
the Smokies for 1966, end has participated in six other beauty pays.
ants in her area.

2 For $1-00
Cannon

COLLISION SUIT FILED

IAT4

•`'
UTO ,AUS

Post Office Box
Is Secret Agent
Over 140 citizens have taken advantage of P. 0. Box 10 at Frank.
rot, Kentucky to anonymously report crimes varying from the illvi•.1 sale of alcoholic beverages to
arsen and murder.
CGionel James E. Bassett, State
Police Director says that all reports are investigated and surprisingly few crank letters have
been received.
Crimes have been reported anonymously to this address since
December, 1965 from parts of
Tennessee and Ohio as well as
Kentucky. Many citizens express
their thanks for being able to re.
port a crime in such a manna..
ehe'ele.

PAUP

MARTIN
SE NOV
PAINTS
FURNITURE

11" x 14" Size

2 for $1.00

Early American
17" x23" cut
$1.00

12" x 17" cut

The Kentucky Federation of /—
levy
Noman's Clubs' fall conference
SEE THIS 62 Chev. 2 dr. 1-lard ivill be held in Owensboro Septemsip, power steering, auto trans
ber 25-26-27, Dr. Ralph Tesseneer,
lied and White Bargain Priced
from Murray State University,
at Bills'
will be the speaker on the night of
September 26. Any member of the
Fulton. Woman's Club who can atKen-Tenn Auto Sales I
tend the conference is requested to
MINN,4M1111e,•011=1.041111M4
contact Mrs. William Stokes, presi- 104
dent.

r

SATURDAY & SUNDAY AFTERNOONS
(Sat. at 3:15 and Sun. at 2:30 P. M.)
BROADCAST OF THE BANANA PRINCESS PAGEANT TAPE RECORDED THE
NIGHT BEFORE

Keep Tuned To 1240 — WENK
SWEAT SHIRTS

Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large

$1.00
Ea'-it

2 for $1.00

For Other Festival Information Anytime
Carry Your transistor on Saturday Oct. 1 to hear Tennessee vs Ric* at 12:45. the playback of the Princess Contest
Preliminaries at 3:15 p. m. the Alabama-OFa Miss Classic
at 715. also Memphis State

New Shipment
FALL

vs Miss. Southern at 9:45

P. M.

40,111

MATERIALS

2 Yds. For $1.00

Values To 98c a Yard

6040 RADIO!!

WENK
SALE'ft4
PART'Y
ill6CESS
,
DOLLAR STORE

Fulton, Ky.

Union
City

Hickman, Ky.

THURSDA Y EVENING 6P.M. to 10P.M.

Free 12 x 18 Wool Carpet
Will Be Given Away
Bargains - Bargains - Bargains

olio,

f).4ADE FURNITURECOMPANYA. C°14

EXCHANGE

glegaxxx.co..

3 for $1.00

LOUNGE PILLOW

KFWC TO CONFER!

LOCKHART,
LINDA
JOYCE
it, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Herman
Lockhart of Jackson,
Tenness3e, is a graduate of North
Side High School and has held the
title of Queen of the West Tensesvu 3 State Fair and Miss North Side
and she was also a participant in
the 1965 Banana Festival Princess
Pageant.

8" x 10" Size

SPECIAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BIG
TWO HOUR PARADE BY
VERNE BROOKS & CILE SAUVIGNE

Mens

seCia041110.4.1111.11.

'

4 for $1.00

WASH CLOTHS

8 for $1.00
James Elmer Burge3s i.dminis.
trator of the e..tate of Sarah Collien Riley, who was killed instantly
in a collision on highway 45 north
of Wingo, ;slay 6, has filed suit
against A It: A Truck line, Tell
City, Indiana and Johnny Virgil
Payne of Rockport, Indiana. The
suit char!!es, among other allegations, that Payne operated the
track in a reckless manner.

6" x 8" Size

CO.
jr'S'a

112 LAKE STREET

BANANA

Ptilures on 1011/

BAPBARA KAY DAVIS, 18, dal,.
ghtesc of Mr. and Mrs. Claude R.
Davii of Martini, Tennessee, will
entse.collage this fall. She is a ba•
ton Wsirfar and also plays the clarinet. the has held the title of Miss
Martin and participated in the
Fish :Fry Revue and the Strawberry
FestSeal Revue.
•

Ti! ????

PAMELA LeNETTE MOSLEY,
18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arch..
Se Guess of Benton, Kentucky, is •
1966 high school graduate. She has
held the title of Miss Western Watsr
Wonderland and is a talented sing.
or. She enjoys swimming and gymnastics and has served as a Kmlucky Lake lifeguard.

MARY CAROLYN ORAVIS, 18,
CAROL ANN HOWARD, 20,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard daughter of Mr. and Mn, C. M.
Tennes•
City,
Graves, of Jackson. Tennessee is •
Howard of Johnson
see, is a collegs senior this year freshman at Union University. She
and a member of Sigma Kappa so- holds Si,. title of Miss North Side
rority, with 12 years of training in and was homecoming lueen in her
classical ballet and tan to her junior and senior years of high
credit. She holds the title of Miss school. She is a talented singer and
Johnson City and participated in pianist and likes to raid for a
pageant.
hobby
f Miss Tenn

MARY LAO RANK*. S.
tar of Mr. sod NM It C. Rrsierlia
of Princeton, Easelkalkr, k a fora.
at Murray *tale wheveney
Nails se woe
law Coach./
Caw*, el 11118,M
Skakwarp
Cuti• las 1k• Mike takkaaty lir
Miss Univers* teem is viie Awe
Sie sow nee
ceepeesese
tinny for MN, Webb b

Gary Lewis make the presr:lation
to the winner.
All entries must be in by Toesday, September 27, at 7 p. m. Local

talent wishing to easpet• ta tags
Banan-A-Ransa are asked to met
up entry blinks tram Fd Halley,
203 Erankie Lane, emirth rukoa.

AT YOUR SERVICE

ANANBANA

Banan-A-Rama
Contest Time In
The Festival City

Bulk Truck Delivery
OF WAYNE'S DAIRY FEED
AND T. C. PIG STARTER

'

i

Entries are begining to pour in
for the annual Banan-A-Rama contest - the always popular talent
event of the International Banana
Festival, to be held at Cabana
City (in the old Kitty League ball
park) on Wednesday, September
28. at 7 p. rn. Edward Bailey will
again serve as chairman of this
event, one of the highlights of th.entertaining program planned for
this year's Banana Festival.
There will be six groups of talent, including vocal solos, vocal
groups, dance, novelty act, instrumental solo and instrumental
gruup.
Two stages and two emcees will
make the program move along
rapidly.

The

best feed — at a Popular Price! It will
Pay You to check our Service and our
Prices, Now!

One winner will be chosen from
each group cit. Wednesday night.
These six winners will compete for
the grand championship on Thursday night at 8 p. m., September
29, at Cabana City in the LatinAmerican music fiesta.
Prizes of $100 will be awarded to
all winners on Thursday night. An
additional $100 will be given to the
grand winner. It is planned to have

For Fine Foods in the relaxing atmosphere of the Restaurant
and exciting shopping in the beautiful new Gift and Antique
Shop.

THE GIFT, ANTIQUE 8c HOME FUINISIDICS $NP

whether it is a dinner with a tangy
Any kind of meal at any time. The food is delicious,
lunch. Plan ahead with us for
quick
a
or
rolls
made
salad from the salad bar and home
special meals for your parties and banquets.
delightful new additions. There is an excitBrowse through the gift shop and discover the
beautifully furnish your home, as well as the
ing line of antiques and other items to help
accessories.
unique gift items and personal
Lay-A-way Available!
Think of us when you think of Christmas Buying! Charge or

$2.00

Or luxury sheers.

Ill, sizes 10 to IS.

good.looktng cistern styling, tailored for An excellent

•••

alma it Battering Mules. Sir..

•

Cotton denims or corduroy in choice of colors ...

•••

First male), seamless nylons of run-resistant mesh

•

erASil C1.01115

.....

MATCHING GUEST TOWELS •

for 66
.. 2 for 360

. .

CANNON TOWELS
Blend

of

and

choice

Acrilian, thickly-napped
.. wide nylon satin bonding

*visor

• oil gorges. colors. Full 72's 97' aloe.

for warmth

never oeeda any monIng'Long sleeves,
medium-spreed collar, Neck sizes 14 to 17,

colors

Nylce tricot dress shirts In white, stripes or fair

wool fabric from frArnotal J

-

flee qualify
Stevens Hills. Sites

lv bolth,rtcasea xi cold, pink or mild.

All-wool sweater and color-matching A -line skirt

Choice

many more,

SC, IOC and 156 values'

•eyes, thimbles, tape meaner.., buttons, elmetic,

An amazing collection or needle., pins, Shape, hock•

medium, large, extra large.

or with rawhide leather lacing

salsa scrubber

of aerobia cam velar allover*, with
•-mmk or rater. neckline .

CHARGE your purchases at Shainberg's! Take MONTHS to pay! Open 1DA.M.till9P.M. Thursday, Friday, Saturday

W.s. 4

.
44'

or yolks rico. Saes 5 to 15 And 8 to It,

nee tura., little styles.

5 to 10 narrows and mediums I, the group.

lining

fabrics, handsome tweeds or solid colors.

IR BOYS 23.69 sweaters, alloverc or tettoe-frcets.

First malty, regular 65C bath towels, big 22'.

Lots or double-knits, some banded fabrics,
look.

fabrics that are rain-repellent; solid color; plaids

many are desik.r.' staples' Wcoherful selection
of nee shapes, Including big brims, little brims,

or regular

10 red, tree., geld, black or blue •
flexible bro. leather with A hand-seen vamp, Sires

. . corduroy., wooi-rayon blends, isolated

many see

coLlar*, some via pile lining, all with warm inter-

skirts, straight skirts, 0-110. skirts

2-plece styles, some are 3 piece. with a '•suW'

. clasics, trench
in a big choice of attractive
.

Lota of good-looking !drier
coats, novelties

..

Beautiful velours, beavers, velvets, brocades

Choice of very -soft lather •ith • knit-fit lining;

We celebrate our beautiful new bigger store with a
GRAND OPENING SALE!

,k
'Big selection or beautiful styles, some withfake fur

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!

just register in our new store, Drawing will be Saturday night, October 1st.

FREE $100 MERCHANDISE CERTIFICATE

Nothing to buy

6 toll.

FREE GIFTS FOR/
THE KIDDIES!

("T'Hiwg2L45)

!
RROW
TOMO
S
too>store OPEN
REELFOOT SHOPPING CEEB

Union City, Tenn.

GRAND OPENING
THURSDAY, SEPT. 22nd
(Attend the ribbon cutting ceremony at 10:00 A.M.)

re!
Discover a new adventure in shopping pleasu
from one to the other

Thrill to the exciting beauty of all the new stores. browse
you . . .
quickly, easily, conveniently . . . what a vast and varied selection awaits
auto. Never
everything you need for every member of the family, for your home and comfortab
le
before has shopping been so delightful! Discover for yourself . . . the
Spree."
Shopping
Happy
"Reelfoot
of
a
pleasure
exciting
convenience and

7 Great Stores Offering "One-Stop Shopping"

• TARA'S Young Fashions
• KENT'S Dollar 'Store
(Opening October 4th)
• OTASCO Horn6 and Auto
• DAVIS STORES Ladies Fashions
• SHAINBERG'S
• KROGER
• STERLING Variety Store
STORE HOURS:THIS WEEK-10:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Thursday—Friday—Saturday

REGULAR HOURS—All Stores Open 'Til 9:00 P.M.
Friday and Saturday Nights
(Otasco open every night)

FIRST STREET EXTENDED
at the intersection of
HIGHWAYS 51 and 45
Union City, Tennessee

••-"•

Fulton, Ky.
S.--Que vale esto?
E-.-How much ls this?
S—Dies dolares
E—Ten dollars
S—Es bastante caro. No tiene Ud.
algo mas barato?
E—That's rather expensive. Don't
you have anything cheaper?

September 22, 1966

S—En el mlimo generir
E.—Of the same sort?
S—En el mismo genero u otr,
parecldo,
E—The same sort, or something
similar.
S—Como este
E—Like this?
•

Page Mitt

S—No tiene UcL alto en otra clase
que me pueda mostrar?
!,—Don't you have any other WA,
you could shirr/ me?
S—D. menos Precio?
E—Less expensive?
Comprar — To Buy
Me frusta — I like

The House of Famous Labels

cr
Cc
• fa
mit

ag
ia
ati4

tl

SINCE 1863

wr,
ore
cm

BRADLEY
BONNIE MARIE DEHOFF, 20,
chughter of Dr. and Mrs. George
W. Delloff of Murfressboro, Ten'
noises, is a graduate in the 1945
class of the Middle Tennessee
State University. She was Miss
MVCC of 1964 end was • finalist in
the 1966 Miss Nashville Pageant.
She is a member of the Nashville
Symphony Chorus and enjoys dress
designing and sewing and is a
qualified profsssional model.

MARGARET ANN BUTTS, 19,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elias
Williamson of Murray, Kentucky,
is a student at Murray Stats Uni•
versity and a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority. Her titles include Miss University of Tennessee
Martin Branch, Miss Tennssse•
Valley Queen, Miss Dresden, Miss
Dresden High School and Miss Congeniality at the 1965 Banana 'Festival Princess Pageant.

PATRICIA CLYBURN, 20, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Clyburn
of Columbia, South Carolina is a
student at Palmer College. She has
won ths titles of Miss High School
of America 1963, Miss Press Queen
of North and South Carolina, Miss
Columbia Atlanta Braves Queen,
Miss
South
Carolina
National,
Guard, Miss South Carolina FFA'
Sweetheart, and Miss National Golf
Queen.

3tiodite

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
• I,N

JUDITH ANN KING, 18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond King
of Unton, Kentucky, is a freshman
at Elizabethtown Community College Extension of the University of
Kentucky. She has participated in
several contests, winning the titles
of Miss Hardin County Fair of 1965,
Miss Hart County Fair of 1964 and
LBKD Princess of 1965. She gives
dramatic readings and plays the
organ and piano.

_THEATRE
P. CM RAYON HI WA,

Fulton • Union City Highway,

ALWAYS
TWO TOP FEATURES
THUR - FEI - SAT
SEPT. 22, 23. 24
Natilie Wood
In
"INSIDE DAISY
CLOVER"
Patricia Clyburn
AND
"FIREBALL SOO"
Starring
Frankie Avalon
Annette Funiccllo
_

PALM BEACH

LESLEY KAREN FLEENOR,
21,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Fleenor of Springfield, Missour
i is
a junior at Southwest Missour
i
State College. She was Miss
Missouri of 1965 and her talent
as a
singer has given her the
honor of
appearing in a USO tour to
Viet
Nam. She has won
several other
titles, including Miss
Springfield of
1964 and Miss Congeni
ality in the
Miss Springfield Pageant
.

LORRAINE
VAN HEUSEN
PHOENIX
ALLIGATOR

GOSSARD

•11

HANSEN

CORO

The Most Terrifying
story ever Filmed!!!
THE BLACK CAT"

Not.

MORGAN JONES

ESQUIRE

ti

CANNON

PEQUOT

SHIP 'N SHORE

MUNSING WEAR

TI

•

DONNKENNY

MARIE ELIZABETH PUDDLE,
18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Newton Puddle of Fulton, Kentucky, is
a sophomore at Murray Stats Uni•
versify and a member of the Delta
Lambda Alpha sorority. She is
Miss Fulton Junior Miss and is a
talented pianist. She was a finalist
in the Murray Speech Contsst, a
Green Beret Sponsor and is a recipient of a Betty Crocker Award,

JUSTIN

BUXTON

PARIS

MALLORY

SUE BRETT

WEMBLEY

H. I. S

HUSH PUPPIES

•

CAPER

AND
"THE BLOOD
DRINKERS" .
begin ss here Dracula
Frankeenstein left off!

STORES

COMFORT

Fulton, Ky.

SOFT
TOUCH

"EARLY BIRD'

Sclv

Maimed!New!Specially Developed

A

$4.99

'AWN
25" RECTANGULAR

25'overall d.se. mess . 295 99 In. reclengolsr
pltlure wee

COLOR TV
SPECIAL!

$4.99
REGINA ANNETTE PRYOR, 18,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Pryor of Leitchfield, Kentucky, is
a freshman at Western Kentuc
ky
University. She holds the titlss o
Miss Fontaine Ferry, Miss Grayson County Fair, Miss Kentuc
ky
County Fair, Miss Warren Ruse
Electric and Grayson County Jun.
ior Miss.

split-suede oxford that clasps
your steps in comfort. Mocc-stitched vamp, crepe sole.
Green, dogwood or charcoal.

The Look of a Lady
crush-grain texture and clean simple lines, a suit-able
pump with a T-strap suggestion. Versatile
brown or black

Dial 472-1661 Open 6:45 PM

Autumn inspires action —
so have it in boundless comfort with this side
-buckled, plain-toed
beauty, a suecle strap flat in
great gold or hour),
dog.

ON DUTY!
In
Comfort'

••

FULTON

$4.99

Now Thru Saturday
$5.99

IT TEARS YOU APART WITH SUSPENS
E'

DUAL SPEAKERS!
This WILLIAMS• Model 52970W
Beautiful Contemporary styled.
1dboy"
cabinet In genuine oil finished Walnut
veneers and select hardwood
solids. Two Zenith quality
twin cone 7' x 5' speakers.

FULL ZENITH QUALITY!
Deluxe fine-furniture cabinetry/

PAUL JULIE
nEwmnn AQDREWS
ALFRED
HITCHCOCK'S
TOM

CURTAIN'

$6.99
Duty shoes well-crafte
d of
white leather to keep
you
In comfort during
all the
busy hours — and
flatter
your foot as well.
Crepe
wedge sole.

"“-CtinseassiTsiOXiseeasenisien•sen•se
en-de,s•UN

LIM
ARE LOVELY

42""•2
.414"YanureHr2sw:cs•WcaoNso•Hows,e

AGAIN

•,olvEes•t. rIcruar TECHNI
COLOR'

•

Sunday Thru Wednesday

handcrafted...

built better to last longer!
No% HANDWIRIED COLOR CHASSIS—No

printed
circuits, no production shortcut
s. Every Zenith TV
chassis connection is 100% handwir
ed
for
greater
operating dependability.
SUPER GOLD VIDEO GUARD TUNING
SYSTEM with
exclusive Gold Contacts for ultra sensitiv
e reception,
longer TV lite and greater picture stability.
SUNSHINE* COLOR PICTURE TUSE—N
ew
europium
rere.earth phosphor for greater
picture brightness.

THE SCREEN ASKS THE
MOST TICKLISH QUESTION
Of WORLD WAR II
IC MD CORPORAlele•w•
'BLAKE EDWARDSow Ts

Fashion dotes on new
lines — gentle and lovely
again. Proof in a medium
wedge leather pump of
slender flattery, clean de
tcdL Filly brown or black.

--what did

ifou do in the

ROPER TELEVISION
306 Main Si.

Choose Zenith Quality for Finest Performanc
e

$5.99

Liveliness
to
BUCKLE
On

These Shoes
Were Made For
WALKING
Autumn is the season for
glorious walks — do yours
in comfort in a ghillietied cowboy-heeled shoe,
-:hcmdsome in gold suede
or black print leather.

SHOE

Detailing —
Newly
Important

7

$2.99
$2.99

Soft detailing is a must
now that shoos have a

Dial 472-3643
MAYO**
USiliD ARTISTS

Si

Roll.WealeA'ScrnA

NANCY RUTH CHAPPELL,
21,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R.
Chappell of Bolivar, Tennes
see, is
a senior at Memphis Stat.)
Univer•
sity, majoring in history and
sociology. Her titles include
Miss
Hardeman County, Miss Bolivar
and Miss Hardeman County
Fair.
est of the Fair. She likes
outdoor
sports and desires to continu
e her
education in the field of guidanc
e
counseling.

Mario Elizabeth Ruddle

st
2

Nancy Ruth Chappell

SUN - MON - TUES - WED
SEPT. 25, 26, 22, 28

BATES

$6.99

whole new costume importance. Example: this
sweet-idd sling pump in
bayride or black.

Autumn is a lively
crtmos•
Phew* — echoed in this
sweet kid strap
shoe.
beautifully detailed and
a
perfect height for walkin
g.
Hcryrid• or black.

•
Who doesn't adore cone:
fortable feet? Insure them
— have this black leather
telly bocm pump with its
bouncy crepe rubber sole.

Have you tried Betty Crocker's yard); yellow candles, yellow disChiquita Banana Cake Mix for a posable paper cloths, and yellow
quick and easy banana treat? Don't construction paper.
From Banana Festival Headforget to get a supply of bananas to
eat also, for they just seem to quarters may be purchased: fes(ival
banana bags ($1.00); large
By
taste even better during festival
time, even if they just top off a straw hats 175c); top banana badJackie Caraway
ges (35c); festival license plates
bowl of cornflakes.
Festival time means busy clerks, places won't matter so much when
($1.00); green felt type hats(WOO,
crowds of people and lots of cars. Festival week is at hand.
with
badge ($1.35): megaphones
A quick trip around town shows
Coming to town should be a time
The stores are thinking in terms. the following items are available in ($LOW and festival coasters 4 in a
for meeting old friends, making of early shoppers and encourag- festival
colors for decorating, package for 35c.
naw..ones and taking full advant- ing them by planning sales and
What a lovely bridge luncheon or
whether it is a bridge luncheon, a
age of it0 the festivities, and that stocking their shelves. So homestore front or a bulletin board: In- serving table can be arranged with
i& a difficult task when trying to makers are encouraged to make
dividual artificial bananas (10c); a fringed square cloth out of yelshop for the family.
longer lists of household needs small bunches of bananas (100; low or green cotton and another
It is best then, to shop THIS this week-end and shop early to
yellow and green tempera (15c); yard of material cut for napkins
week-end and lay in a supply of prevent gray hair that might occur
crepe paper or crepe paper straani• that are also fringed. Yup, that's
groceries aril other items, so that while trying to shop during festival
ers in yellow or green; 36" width' cloth and napkins for banana festicrowded stores and filled parking week.
green or yellow cotton .38c a val time and the-fall -season, too,
for only 76c and no stitching necessary. And don't forget the festival
coasters
Nothing like a draw string bag
out of this cotton with a bunch of
bananas attached for added zingo.
Louise Killebrew took a straw hat,
turned it upside down and set a
vase of yellow mums inside for a
centerpiece at a Country Club dinner some time ago. This hat upside
down could be filled with artificial
mums or artificial bananas for a
delightful change of pace centerpiece.
Cute as banana pie are yellois
aprons trimmed in green, or vice
versa, with a small bunch of bananas or a banana badge pinned to
the pocket. Place mats are ideal
and of year around usefulness
when made in festival colors with
Sold
bananas sketched in the corner
ith a felt marking pen.
throughout
Ladies who have banana bags
from previous years might like to
the U. S. in
crush
them down enough to hold
CLEANS ANYTHING WASHABLE: Walls, woodwork, cabinets, aplarge natural sized sfrtificial bapliances, outdoor furniture, scoff marks, garbage can, grease
more than
nanas nestled in yellow or green
spots, lipstick.
tissue paper, placed near the front "
1100 retail
NON TOXIC: no rubber gloves needed
door, or hung close to the mail box,
.. REQUIRES NO WAITING:
they give a cheerful festival
Spray 0111 and wipe off
REQUIRES NO WATER ,
PRODUCER
stores and
greeting to callers and passers
NO FUMES: no need to air the hews,. ... CLEANS walls, wooed:vet,
by.
2 million
baseboards, cabinets, vinyl asbestos, auto ussiselsNry and whit* sidowaUs.
Megaphones in their gay green
color look particularly chipper as
a part of a banana centerpiece, or
hung as a decoration combined
SOUTH FULTON, TENN
with bananas.
A cool night means a head scarf
for the feminine side of the family
and how cute they are made of cotton and decorated with a felt marking pen to say, "Buenos Dias" or
-Saludos Amigos".
For an evening centerpiece take
yellow net, bunch it about the
small bananas with their green
leaves, use yellow or _green candles, and sprinkle the entire arrangment with metallic, turn out
the lights, let the candles glow
and relax.
For Christmas ideas simply
change the colors in this article
from yellow and green to red and
green or blue. Instead of bananas
use the words, Christmas tree
bulbs, and let your Ingenuity take
you right into the Christmas Season with a ho,ho, ho!

From Shopping To Decorating

MELROSE CHEMICALS, INC.

• 100-mile-per hour turnpike proved!

• 13- stronger than original equipment!
• Wide tread—Nylon 4-ply construction
• Improved traction and braking

A Festival Prize
Corvair-Monza '66
To Be Given Away

VARDEN- CORDER MOTOR CO.
Mayfield Highway

Authorized Sales & Service

Phone 472-1621

A 1966 Corvair Monza will be-7
given away as a part of the Fourth!
International Banana Festival activities, to some person holding the
winning ticket.
Tickets may be obtained from
participating merchants in a 50
mile radius. No purchase is required and the tickets, like the car are
free. The holder of the winnins
ticket must be present to win whet
at the drawing at 2:30 p. m. Or
tober 1, at Cabana City.
Ticket stubs should be depositeo
in the drum at Cabana City which
opens on September 25.
-

(Plus Recappable Tire, Federal Tax and Sales Tax)

303 REED ST.

INTERNATIONAL

FULTON

DIAL 472-3163

•

Fulton. Ky.

September 22. 19bts
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BOSTON An t% PORK
BUTTS [IAN -WY CHOPS I Ulf
CENTER CUT

RPORK

590
590 bli CUTLETS
PORK STEAK
EEC
CANNED. HAM $3.89
2 FRAN
990 SAFIEAC RGE
BACON
WE HAVE FOR SALE THIS WEEK OBION COUNTY 4-H FAIR BEEF BOUGHT FROM PEOPLE FROM SOUTH FULTON, TENN
HAVE YOU EVER REALLY STOPPED TO FIGURE OUT HOW
4-ettr4,-S4
Double Quality Stamps
MUCH MORE GROCERIES COST ON SUNDAY?
&sons
On Wednesday.
100 EXTRA
t•
QUALITY STAMPS I
790 lioRK CHOPS

FRESH LEAN

06

LB.

LB,

490 SWIFT PREMIUM

880 REEL FOOT

L

590 PORK RIBS

1202
PEG.

CAN

•

12 OZ.. PKG.

(A Dollar Saved Is A Dollar Made)

VISIT THE BEAUTIFUL QUALITY STAMPS
REDEMPTION CENTE R,BY-PASS — UNION CITY,
TENNESSEE.YOU HAVE HUNDREDS& HUNDREDS
OF GIFTS TO PACK FROM.

- Double Ouality Stamps On Wednesday

START SAVING TODAY — SHOP E. W. JAMES & SON,
WE GUARANTEE YOU'LL SAVE.

3
4
t.s,

With this coupon and $5 additional purchase. One coupon to a family. Enchiding tobacco, milk and frozen milk products.

—

at E. W JAMES & SON
AT SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

WHY?
... BECAUSE

OUR AD RUNS LONGER — PLUS LOW
PRICES.
SHELF
EVERYDAY

EXPRIES SEPTEMBER 27th.
.**
4
--441145$411$14
l'
SUPER VALUE

GRADE A

FRYERS 25s BREAD 4
WHOLE

Full
1 1/4 Lb.
Loaf

LOAVES

B

FREE!
FREE!
REGISTER FOR

FREE!
FREE!
REGISTER FOR

WOMAN'S CATALINA WARDROBE

MAN'S GOLDEN LANCER OUTFIT
* Tie
* Shirt
* Shoes

Purse
3-Piece Suit
*.
*
Shoes

COFFEE 6 FLOUR 5

* Belt
* Socks

TO BE GIVEN AWAY NOVEMBER 5th.

TO BE GIVEN AWAY NOVEMBER 5th.

HD
ROBIN

ER'S
GN
LA
FOC

LBS.

Limit 2 Please

P lease

LB,

TOMATOES
SORGHUM
PRUNE JUICEDEL

H"1"S")SIZE

HUNT'S

14 OZ BOTTLE

HUNT'S

8 OZ C EN

5 51 TOMATO SAUCE 8 FoR Si
5 Si TOMATO pUREE"Norz'S
4
49( DISHWASHING LIQUID 65( FLING BIG
$1.29 MAYONNAISE
49( INSTANT COFFEE r JAIl 79( Marshmallow Pies 3 $1
39( PANCAKE MIX
CAn $

MR

F°R

PALMOLIVE

GIANT

QUART

FOR

NEW CROF1.2 GALL °\
ION

LB. BOX

NTEQUART

AJAX

Limit 2 Please

16 °I

U. S. NO. I RED EXTRA FANCY

POTATOES

Hunt's

PER BOX)

(IfiEN
§All
FR

16 °I

35 CREAM PIES

It Takes A $10.00 Purchase To Get
Both Items Listed In Ad With
$5A:10 Purchase,

OUR AD RUNS 5 DAYS ...
NOT JUST THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY BUT
MONDAY and TUESDAY ALSO. Shop Where You Get
Extra Savings — Plus Quality Stamps.

29:an

7.5s

FROM OUR KITCHEN

89( CHICKEN SALAD
DEVILED EGGS
ICE CREAM

DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

110 29s

TOMATOES VINE RIPENED La. I9C

EACH

BOXES

Hunt'
2 1/2 Size Can
Limit 4 Please

FROM OUR KITCHEN

CRANBEliiiiÌURal.NAD 49( POTATO
PIMENTO CHEESE 607. 49(
49(
ICE
.41.1 0N
17
MILK SWIFT'S or TIJI27.2

69;FBICHES

WASHING
POWDER

1

8 OZ.

12 HAL‘ES

SWIFT'S PARK LANE

1/2 GALLON

55c
59(
69(

EXTRA FANCY

LBS.

TOKAY GRAPES

La. 190

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

CUCUMBERS

EACH 50

WE CLOSE ALL DAY ON
THE SABBATH.
ATTEND THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE ON SUNDAY

Pu1ton, Ky.

September
(
6

—

Ifs Fiesta Time In Fulton
•
•

At The Fourth Annual

International
Banana Festival
September 28 - October 1
•

America's foremost re.11 Lewis
Cabana
cording star, will appear at afte
Saturday
raud
ito
on
riu
m
City
M.
noon at 2:45 P.

Miss
rica 196
greetsAme
6,
her
subjects onDebbie Bryant.
ramp in
that
Atl
ant
ic
greet
City. She fabulous
Fes
will also
naries to tival quests at
the
the
day
Princess
Preliminight, Se
Pageant on
p. m. to
Friptember
be
High Sch held at the 30 at 8:00
ool
South Ful
ton
auditorium.

Schedule Of Events

Opening ceremonies for
the Arts and Crafts 9:0
0 P. M. Casa Guatemala ope
exhibits
n wit
The following exhibits
rimba Band. Join the fun and h Mawill be opened:
frolic.
— Ashland Oil Purchase
FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 30:
Pri
ze
Coll
ecti
on
— Venezuelan Arts and
Salute to Industry Day
— OCEPA Exhibit witCrafts
h Latin-American
Latin-American Friendship
Crafts, costumes, etc.
Day
Mrs. Ward Bushart, General
— Kentucky Guild Train
Chairman
Twi
n
Cit
y
Dev
elo
pment Committee
— 60 -Piece Ray HarmHugh Haynie Exhibit — Get-Acquainted Coffee
— 300-Piece Ecuadorea
n Arts and Crafts — Tour of Exhibits by Dig —Derby Cafe
nitaries
Gallery
— VIP Luncheon—Park Ter
— Art showings by Lat
rac
in— International Relations Pro e
— Cabana City - Authen American students
gram-2:00 p. m.
tic Latin-American
—
Dign
itar
ies' Reception with
Village
Edward T. Breathitt of -Kentu Governor
MONDAY, SEPTEMBE
nor Frank G. Clement of Ten cky, GoverR 26:
nessee, Senator and Mrs. John Sherman
1:00 P. M. Carnival Ope
Cooper, Conn
gre
ssm
en Frank A. Stubblefield and Rob
Arts and Crafts Exhibits
Open
ert A. "Fats" Everett, LatinCabana City - Authen
American
tic LatinAmbassadors, high-ranking
American Village
government
officials.
9:00 A. M. Opening of
Casa de Guatemala
—
-Ca
5
r Illinois Central Rail Exh
with Marimba Band
Auditorium car, showing inte ibit with
TUESDAY,--SEPTEMBER
resting and
17:
educational films.
1:00 P. M. Carnival Open
— Princess Pageant Semi-Fin
als - 8:00 p. m.
Arts and Crafts Exhibits Ope
with Debbie Bryant, 1966 Miss Ame
Cabana City - Authentic n
rica.
Latin - — Simultaneous entertainment
- Cabana City
American Village
Tee
n-Ag
e
Hop
.
9:00 P. M. Casa de Guatem
ala with Marim- — Arts and Crafts Exh
ibits, Cabana City and
ba Band.
giant Carnival open.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBE
R 28:
— Casa de -Guatemala open at 9:0
0 p. m. for
1:00 P. M. Carnival Open
fun and frolic.
Arts and Crafts Exhibits
Ope
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 1:
Cabana City - Authentic n
Latin - 10:30 A. M. Parade - Lio
n's Club Sponsors
American Village
12:00 Noon Barbecue - Cit
7:00 P. M. Banan-A-Rama
y Park - YMBC
opens with area's
Sponsors
largest Talent Show, having
priz
es 2:30 P. M_ Auto-Giveaway amounting to $1,500,
Cab
2:45 P. M. Gary Lewis and the ana City
9:00 P. M. Casa de Guatemala
Playboys at
open
Cab
ana City Auditorium.
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBE
R 29:
8:00 P. M. Finals - Princess
Pagean
1:00 P.M.Carnival Open
Simultaneous entertainmen t
tArts and Crafts Exhibits
Cab
ana
City
Open
Cabana City - Authentic
9:0
P.
0
M. Casa de Guatemala
Latinopen for fun
American Village
and frolic.
&00 P. M. Inter-American
Arts and Crafts Exh
Music Fiesta at
ibits, Cabana
Cabana City
City and giant Carniv
al open all day.

IT

This will be a typical sight
in the twin cities all during
when our talented studen
Fest
ts from banana-producing cou ival week
tain Festival guests eve
ntries enterrywhere, any time.
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One of America's bad carnivals - wil
l rides for!II
,•. ages - - opens Monday, September 27 at Fulton
CAT
, Park Across from Cabana City.
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Join Us In Making Friendships
With Our Central American
. Neighbors

ANA N

.. •

ft•. K.A• .M• •A•. ,

. .- ' See
3 Lovelies vie
0
, Sthe
for the
honor of wearing
the crown of

• banana

festival

•
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.
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THE CITY OF

South Fulton, Tennessee
is proud of
princess .Vicki Lynn Hurd
• Miss Tennessee 1966
• Second Runner-Up Miss America
• International Banana Festival Princess

our dedicated citizens
• Those Who Work For Our Schools,
Industry, Civic Impr6gement,
Our Churches and Progress.

our industrial climate
• Our Utilities, Tax Structure,
City Government-- Everything Is
Geared To Make Industry Location
A Pleasant and Profitable Move.
Her Royal Highness Princess Vicki Lynn Hurd

Welcome to the Banana Festival!
YOUR SOUTH FULTON
OFFICIAL FAMILY

John Reeks
Commissioner

Henry Dunn,
City Manager
Harry Allison
Commissioner
with • delegation who visited him this summor.
Governor Frank Clemsnt of Terumssins,• loyal Festiv•I booster takes time out to eat b
Festiv•I beard member, Mrs. Paul WIstolseling, Festival pnisident, Governor Cloment and South FulLeft to right: Sonny Puckett a 8
ton Mayor Rex Puddle.

Fulton, Ky.

September 22, 1966

Fulton, Kentucky
Where It's Always Amigo Time

1

If you're looking for a place to
live—locate an industry -- attend
the churches of your choice - - enjoy good schools, cultural groups,
civic development - - you'll find.
a great big

Welcome
TO OUR

GROWING
CITY
their
y Amigos, and
These are our happ
distinguished guests.
appreciated and

chaperones, Who,

•ENJOY THE FESTIVAL
tt!”1 1 11M111 11 .

•TRADE WITH US
•SHOP IN OUR SUM
AMIN=ilmimmisigar

COME BACK TO SEE US OFTEN
ALL YOU VISITORS AND GUESTS

Fulton, Kentucky's Official Family Welcomes You
Gilbert DeMyer, Mayor
1

W.P.Burnette, Commissioner
Charles Robert Bennett, Comissioner

Rollin Shaw, City Manager

William Scott, Commissioner
Charles Gregory, Comissioner
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wno
last year's festival, and
visited in her home in Quito,
Ecuador when the Fulton dele
fiation made the trip early this
year. This year, a teen-age dant.
ghter, Cristana, is a member re
the Amigo group and is at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Poe.
Last year, Miss Patricia Ballesteros was the guest of honor
at the Festival as Miss Ecuador.
Mandel Brown, chairman of
the Amigo project, was master
of ceremonies, and presented
Mayors Rex Ruddle and Gilbert
a-

Led by a police esairt, with
sirens blaring, a chartered bus
bearing Operation
Amigo students to Fulton-South Fulton for
the hot( rnational Banana Festival,
arrived Thursday night, September
13, about one and one half
hours later than scheduled. But
despite the delay, a tumultuous
welcome was extended by
the
students and residents of
the
twin cities, who waited on Lake
street for their arrival, and an
enthusiastic response was given by the young visitors, who
seemed happy that the long bus
trip from Miami was
behind
them.
On hand to greet the Amigos
were the hosts, with whom they
will be staying during their 18day visit in the twin cities.
The Fulton High Band played
a musical welcome before they
got off the bus, and he visitors
came off the bus to the band
stand, all singing and in a gay
mood. For many of them, some
of whom barely speak English,
it was their first visit to
the
States ... others, including Mrs.
Florence Ballesteros, official
chaperone, have been here before.
Mrs. Ballesteros was the first
one off the bus and was greeted
by Mr. and Mrs. Ual Killebrew,
with whom she stayed during

—Anytime a "Special"
Occasion Calls for a

"Spacial" Gift!

DeMyer who officially welcomed the young people to the twin
Each
cities and the Festival.
receivea a Banana Bag as a gift.
David Hardy, grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Hardy, Sr.. and
a senior at Fulton High school,
welcomed the group in Spanish.
Young Hardy has listed in Chile
most of his life and
speakr
Spanish fluently. His parents,
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Harty, Jr..
are missionaries there.
A second group of five Amigos
and a chaperone arrived on Friday

morning, September 16 and received an official welcome at the bus
station. A total of 41 students and

three chaperones are here and
have a busy schedule ahead of
forthem as preparations go
ward for the Festival.
The group attended the Southern
Governor's Conference at Kentucky Lake Saturday and will be
guests of various civic groups in
'Union City, Paducah and other
towns of the area. Most of the ViSiLars are entertainers.

tIThese Are Our Amigos

ON ALL REMAINING '66 NEW
CARS AND TRUCKS! WE HAVE
A FEW LEFT AND WE ARE
TRADING W-I-L-D.
HURRY!
lbS\ iNSS
.1
0t•°$‘
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MARCIA L. CUEVA, age 17, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Netfor Luis Cueva. Her father is an
artist of music. Marcia speaks
English, but this is her first visit
to the United States. Her special
interests are tennis and for:ign
languages (French and English).
She sings and dances and is a
member of the ballet (folkloric.).
Marcia is une:rtaking this trip in
order to demonstrate, by means
of the dance, the culture of Ecuador. Her hosts are Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Puckett, Jr.
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GIL MARCELO VELEZ, age 25,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hector
Clodomiro Velez. Marcelo is a
medical student at the University
of Cc:nca. He has won two national prizes for singing. On this
trip he will be especially interested
in finding out all he can about the
country and at the son,
: time
.popularize the folklore of his native land by means of his guitar
playing and singing. His hosts are
Mr. and Mrs. Win Whitnel.

The New '67 Chevrolets Will
Be On Display Thursday, Sept. 29
The New '67 Buicks Will Be On Display
At The Same Time

WWWW

Be sure to get your FREE TICKETS to win the 1966
Corvair-Monza to be given away,

PEDRO JOSE CUEVA, age 16,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mariano
Cueva. His father is an amployee
of a bank. He has been taking
guitar lessons for some time.
Pedro likes singing and music in
general. Any young fallow is always interested in traveling, especially if the trio is to the United
States. Ha is from Cuenca, Ecuador. His hosts are Mr. and Mrs. W.
J. McCarthy.

Wyler
incaflex
To make someone's eyes Tight
up with joy-- give a Llyler Incaflex. Beautiful, yes. But lasting
dependability too. Because
Wyler-and only Wyler- has the
incaftex balance wheel, guaranteed against shock for the life
of the watch ... replaced free if
broken ever. lust the styles you
want, at just the price you want
to pay.
Ladies' - 10K RGP, expansion

hand, white or yellow
335.95, up
Men's-Stanless steel, waterproof $29.95, up.

1,0

Only watch wits herb,*
balance wbeel guaranteed Vol
1,te agarnst damage horn Ova

PHONE 472-246e:

JUAN IGNACIO BURNEO, age
18, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ignacio Borneo. H.: speaks a little
English. He is interested in sports,
particularly basketball and tennis,
and has a special interest in languages. He (coves to sing and
dance. He wishes to -come to the
United States to study the customs
and language of North America.
His hosts are Mr. and Mrs.
Rcginold Williamson.
JOSE MIGUEL CERON, as:, 18,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Elias
Ceron. His father is an accountant.
He
atterds
Centro-Ecuadorean.
American, and he speaks 5..me
English, He is intlersted in basketball and the English Language.
Jose wants to spread the knowledge of the dances of his country
in the United Stet-is. He is from
Quito, Ecuador, and he has never
been to the United States. His host
is Dr. Glynn Bushart.

Welcome To The Fourth Annual
INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL
We invite you to come by and taste the best food in town!

g

LENNOX FURNACES
GAS-OIL --COAL

Call 472-1912
After The Parade
Eat And Refresh
With US!

PROJECT

**
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E—What do you serve with it?
S—Un cereal caliente o trio,
huevos con tocino y pan
tostado
-Ts—rinencirrzair-E—Good morning

UNITE US — LEARN TO SPEAK

*

*

EDIS061 F E RNANDO ORTIZ.
ago 11, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Genare C. Ortiz. His father is a
radio technician. He performs on
TV-Channol 4, and acts in the San
Gabriel theater. Edison is under.
taking this trip to advance rola..
tions between the two countries and
the peopls; to demonstrate in a
humble way the youthful element
of Ecuador, and to represent his
country at such an important affair
as the Banana Festival. His hosts
are Mr. and Mrs. Seidon Reed.

DY

S—Suerios dim Senor
E—Good morning Mr Fernanc

S--Queremos
pare dos S--Jugo de naranja, cafe, con
personas
leche, te con limon o con leche
E.-.-We'd like breakfast for two
E—Orange juice, coffee with milk,
" tea with lemon or with milk
S—Que podria servirnos?
S—Con que to sirven?
F,-.--What can you serve us?

S--Como esta usted?
E—How are you?
S—Muy bless, gracias
E—Very well, thaisks

S—Es usted de Sur America?
E--Are you from South America?
S—S1, Senor, yo soy
II—Yes, I am
S—Hsbla usted Diet.?
E.—Do you speak English?
S—Un poco
E—A little
S—Le present° a ml amigo . •
E—May I introduce you to my
Mend

VIVA LA FESTIVAL!!

JUAN JOSE COBO, age 17, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Juan Jose
Cobo. His father is • merchant. He
speaks English. His favorite pastime is singing. He has embarked
in
on this trip to the United S
order to learn more about Amercans and their customs, and at the
same time tell Americans about
Ecuadorean customs. Juan is from
Ambato, Ecuador. His hosts are
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Roper.

Good Styling In Fine Shoes. Sizes To 13
Widths A to EEE

GLORIA LUISA MARIA GARCIA,
age 17. Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. uan Heriberto Garcia. Her
father is • professor of commerce
and public accounting. Slut speaks
a little English but has not visited
the United States before. Volley
ball is her favorite sport, and sing.
ing is her special talent. Her rits•
son for making this trip is to &tarn
American customs and to learn the
American language. Her hosts are
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Field.

THEY LOOK WONDERFUL
THEY FEEL WONDERFUL
THEY FIT WONDERFUL
Fine Fitting, Long Wearing Shoes For
Children, With Up To Date Styling.
We Carry From A to E Widths

RAUL GAVARRETE is 16 years
old and is the son of Francisco
speaks only
Raul
enough English to get along and
has never before had the elver.
tunity to make a journey to this
"beautiful United States." He is
fond of English. He is particularly
,delighted in the thought that on his
first trip abroad he is able to visit
Ifs, most advanced country in the
world. His hosts are Mr. and Mrs.
David Homra.
DIANA GOMEZJURADO, age
11, is the daughtsr of Mr. and
Mn. Joaquin Gomerjurado. tier
father is • civil engineer. Diana
speaks • little English, but her
special interest is languag.rs and
she herein to learn more. Her special talents Ile in the fields of sing.
big and dancing. She has never
visited the United States. She hopes
to carry with her some of the admiration and affection which the
people of Ecuador hold for the perspire of the United Slates. Diane Is
from Quito, Ecuador. Her hosts
are Mr. and Mrs.
and ho
Curtis Hancock,

CARMEN UGALDE, age 19, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Aurelio Ugalcie. Her feels- is an
efice worker. She is majoring in
ing. Carmen um"
Interior D
derstends a little English, but she
has never been to the United
are
States. Her special in
and hiking.
tennis, swimming
Among her special talents are
folklore and dancing. War main In.
is to know more about the
United States. Her host and hostess
are Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fields.

ROBE RTO MANUEL AGU I R R E,
awl 11. Is tho son of Or. and Mrs.
Jose Marla Aquino. His father is
it lawyer. 14e speaks basic and elemental English, although he as.
Ores to a comp:plats mastery of the
English language. Hit is majoring
In Physics-Mathematics. Roberto
hopes to learn enough about the
American way of life an this trip
so that when ha returns to Ecua•
doe, he will be able to introduce
some of the information he picks
up Isere in Ecuador and throug
their application contribute to Ifs,
prosperity of Ecuador. His hosts
are Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Wilson.

•

dor-

LAD TO MEET YOU

And we hope we do meet you w I en you attend our Fourth annual Banana Festival. But even more, we ho
our wholesale
may see you in our town often, to shop in our modern retail stores,to attend our churches, to patronize
S—Que vale esto?
R—How much is this'
5—.flies dolaree
E—Ten dollars
S—Es bastanbe caro. No tiene Ud.
algo mos barato?
E—That's rather expensive. Don't i
cheaper? ;
you have anything
_ —

outlets, our professional people, to visit our industries. Actuall

e that you will have such a good time here

and you enjoy our hospitality so much,that some da
ou will come back is humble and sincere

,Neighbor." Our welcome to you is robust and enthusiastic. Our

urc es ... Farming Activities ... Schools ... Hospitals .

---- 1111111111

1

ortation
mist Accomodations - Transplici
La Fulton, South Fulton and Cayce Welcome
you to the Fourth International Banana
Festival

AIME
A Paradise For S

FU,LTON - SOUTH FUL
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Fulton, Ky.

These Are Our Amigos
IVAN FERNANDO MOREANO is
20 veers old and the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eduardo Montano. His
father is an accountant. Ivan
speaks English and has visited in
the United States. His special interests are football, languages,
painting, and writing. Some say
he is a real good singer. His hosts
are Mr. end Mrs. L. M. McBride.

A Cordial Welcome - - - - To The

International Banana Festival

ZOILA PILAR VITERI, age 16,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Roberto Vinod. Her father is a
businessman. Shit speaks English,
but this is her first trip to the
United Stem Pilar is studying
English at the North AmericanEcuadorean Center. On this trip
she hopes to meet many Americans
and to leans the customs of the
United States. Mar hostess is Mrs.
Carbilene Bolin.
CARLOS OLIVES is 18 years all
age and is the son of Menus!
Olives who is a banana grower.
Carlos has been presiemt of the
Sports League of his school. Ho
plays the guitar and spiscializes in
singing National songs. The purpose of his trip to Fulton is to fraternize with Am srican students. Ho
would also like to pick up now
ideas in the United States that
would help him in his studies. His
hosts are Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Batts
LUCIA AGUIRRE, age 16, is the
d•us'ster of Mr. and Mrs. Alfredo
Aguirre. Her father is a dentist.
Her special talents are recitations
and singing. She also can play •
few numbers on the piano. Lucia
wants to corn* to the United Steles
to see the country and observe
American customs through the
medium of the Banana Frstival.
Her host and hostess ore Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Hyland.
MARIA
CRISTINA
GALLES.
TEROS is IS year, old and is the
and
of
Mrs.
Mr.
Gala
daughter
B•Ilissteros. Her father is a doctor.
She *Vends the American college,
and shit does speak English. She is
making the trip to learn all she
ran about the United States, to
make new frlsnds, and to renew
old acquaintances. She is from
Quito. Her hosts are Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Poe.
ELENA .11.10N, age 18, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Miguel
Jijon. Her father is a merchant.
She specks • little English, but has
never visited the United States. On
this trip, she hopes to learn more
English and to feel the joy of
traveling in the United States.
Elena is from Quito, Ecuador. Her
hostess is Mrs. Carbilene Bolin.
EURENIA PAR EDES is 17 years
old and the daughter of Jose Luis
Paredes. Her father is • graduate
ttonomist and an experienced •c•
countant. She enjoys recitations.
She desires to come to the United
States to get better acquainted
with this country and its people.
Eurenia lives in Guatemala City,
Guatemala. Her hosts are Mr. and
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell.
ESTELA LE LEON is 18 years
old and is the daughter of Hector
de Leon. Estele doss speak English, and enjoys horseback riding.
(She wishes to come to the United
States in order to exchange ideas
with the students and to get better
acquainted with our way of lila.
Est*la lives in Guatemala City,
Guatemala. Her hosts are Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Bard.

KASNOW'S Invite You To Attend The 4th
INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL

VISIT OUR NEW MODERN STORE
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!

46 Years of Service to the Ken-Tenn Area
FULTON
448 LAKE ST.

Heating
systems
you install
.include
these
Quality and
Performance
features

Every Rheem gaefired furnace it
fire-tested and given a 48 point
Inspection for operating efficiency
under actual operating conditions
with all controls hooked up and
burners ignited atth e factory. Every
furnace must function perfectly
or it isn't delivered. All Rheem
gas furnaces carry AGA approval.

Every Rheem Geis and Oil fired
furnace is equipped with Nationally Accepted and guaranteed controls. Control placement allows
easy-4ast hook up and immediate
access for check-ups and service.

Available on the Rheemglas
models to eliminate rust end
corrosion. Assume longer furnace
life and maximum heel teens*.
Conversion to air conditioning can
be made without fear of rust
caused by condensation. Guarara.
teed for a full 10 veers.

All Rheem furnaces are equipped
with cast iron burners to'assure
quiet—lifetime operation. Special
casting eliminates warping and
provides maximum heal transfer
to air stream.

15 gas and 5 oil fired models including the famous Rheemgles
furnace offer a wide range of
types and sizes to fit every need,
space requirement, even zero installationsl All Rheem furnaces
are designed for the addition Of
the revolutionary Rheernaire air
conditioning system.

Blower and motor on all Rheem
furnaces are dynamically balanced
and have rubber cushion mounts.
Blower is mounted on track—
slides out like a drawer foe easy In.
alsecton should servicing become
necessary.

Satisfied customers mean an end to profit killing
call backs and replacement. Quality materials and
skilled workmanship mean an end to costly adjustments and repairs. Rheem is known the world
over for the performance and quality leadership
that assures satisfaction. That's why more and
more Rheem heating systems are being installed
every day.

Airlene Gas Co.

home
You can rely on Rheem...the BIG NAME in comfort products for the

These Are Our Amigos
t**********************************
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Sergi* Duran

Ruth Astudillo

Lucia Vegas

.••

SERGIO DURAN is 17 years old
and the son of Sergio Aurelio Du•
ran, who is a radio operator and
Chisf of the Traffic Division. Sergio's sports are volleyball, football, and swimming. His hobbies
are music, painting, lectures,
stamp collecting. He likes to sing
and dance. Like all youths, he has
a kaen desire to visit foreign countries. His hosts are Mr. and Mrs.
David Novara.

RUTH ASTUDILLO, age 18 is
th3 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jose
Simon Attudillo. Her father is •
chemist. Ruth does not speak much
English, and has never visited in
the United States. Volley ball is
ar favorite sport. She likes to
sing and dance, especially the lat.
ter because she often dances. She
has always been drawn by the desire to make a visit to the United
States and considers this a magnificent opportunity to make the
PATRICIO INTRIAGO
is 16 voyage of her dr3ams. Her hosts
years old and is the son of Jose Mr. and Mrs. Mote Foster.
Intriago. His father is • stock man
and banana grower. Patricia speaks
JUAN PATRICIO AMPUERO,
a little English, but has never •age 20,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
bean to the United States before. Juan Patricio
Ampuero. His fathet
I-1c has a special fondness for the is a
surgeon. Juan speaks some
English languatle. He sings and is Er.glish,
but has nevar before had
a good dancer; plays basketball a chance
of realizing his dream of
and tennis. On this trip, he would tisiting the
United States. Football
like to study Amsrican agricultural is his favorite
sport, and he plays
methods. He will be especially in- a number
of musical instruments
terested in observing the process• including
the satophona. His puring and distribution of bananas. pose in making
this trip is to learn
His hosts will be Mr. and Mrs. the American
way of lit,. His hosts
David Phelps.
are Mr. and Mrs. Joe Johnson.
PABLO SCHWEITZER, age 17,
is the son of Mr. Leo Schweitzer
and the late Mrs. Schweitzer. His
father is an industrialist. Pablo is
a student at WI American School
of Quito. He speaks English and
has also visited the Unitad States
before. He wants to come back
again to know all about a Banana
Festival. Pablo is very interested
In basketball. His hosts are Mr.
and Mrs. V. J. Voisgeli.

JORGE MAHAUD is 17 years old
and is the son of Jorge Antonio
Mahauad. His father is a merchant.
He speaks some English. He admires very much the American
way of life. This esteem has been
accented by his friendship with
peace corpr- volunteers. Hz likes
football, basketball, volley ball and
tennis. He has never been to the
Unitid States. His hosts are Mr.
and Mrs. T. E. Wilson.

Fulton, Ky.

September 22, 1966

LUCIA VEGAS, age 16, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Angel
Benijo Vegas. Her father is a
manufacturer. Lucia sF salts a little English, but has never visited
the United States before. She is
presently taking English !assent.
Her talents lie in the field of recitations and folk dances. Lucia's
interpretations of regional dances,
such as theta of the S•1aaaaaa and
ibaro Indian tribes ,are all done in
authentic costumes. She says she
decided to make this trip In order
to obtain first-hand impressions of
the advancsd culture of the United
States. Her hosts are Mr. and Mrs.
Burnett..
PEDRO CORNEJO is 18 years
old and is the son of Cristobal
Cornejo, who is • lawyer. Pedro is
a student at th. American College
of Quito, Ecuador. He is very much
interested in studying languages

r

especially English. Pedro plays
the guitar • little. He is making
this trip to !earn more about the
United States and, at the same
time, spread the word about Ecuador through lectures and con
tions. He has never halm to the.,
United States. His hosts are
and Mrs. Glynn Bushart,
MARIANA MORA age 16, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fernando
Mora, Her fathar is a Farmer..
This is her first visit to the United
States, and she knows very little
English. She like to dance and is
taking lessons on the accordian
.
Th3 purpose of her trip is to see
how the people of America
She would be charmed to
develop
frier dships with American
students and to laarn of their
problems and hopes. Her host
and hostess are Mr. and Mrs. L.
M. McBride

einEller
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FESTIVAL SPECIAL
RIT

(Most shades)

1/2 PRICE

$1..JU

PLAYTEX GLOVES

99c

PLAYTEX BABY PANTS

IT'S
TIME!
Patricia Intriago

Juan Patrick Anwar*

Pedro Centel*

Have Fun And

KEEP YOUR CAR
ON THE GO
With Expert Service Al Cecil!
ALIGNMENT
BRAKE WORK
MOTOR TUNEUP
MAJOR 0

1-2 PRICE

Revlon Reg. $2.20
Aquamarine Hand lotion

FESTIVAL

Call 472-1762
For
Cecil McDaniel
and Jerry Turner

Page 7C

$1.10

Ambush, Tabu, 20 Carats Skin balm
Regularly $2.00
_

$1.25
Desert Flower hand lotion, 1/2 Price special $1.00
Excedrin (60's) Reg. 98c
66c
Excedrin (36's) Reg. 69c

44c

AQUA NET

54c

_

Just Wonderful

57c

Sudden Beauty ...

57c

r

POLAROID and KODAK
All types and sizes of film

City Drug Company
Pablo Schweitzer

Lake Street
Jolla Maimed

Mariana Mora

Next do..,r to Trtds i Menees Ser, Sit.

Dial 472-1303

I .1k., tit

Welcome To The Festival
COME EARLY, - STAY LATE'.
-

May we help?

CITY NATIONAL BANK
MEMBER: F. D.L C.

MEMBER: FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

CARLOS OMAR CASTRO is 19
years old and it the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Omar Castro. Her father
is • commercial agent and his
mother is • teacher. He attends a
branch of University of Physical
Education. He speaks a little English. Carlos likes to play the piano,
accordian, and the guitar; and he
also likes to sing. He wants to
know more about the United States,
wharf he desires to continue his
studies. He has never been to the
United States. He is from Guayaluil, Ecuador. His hosts are
and M. B. Proctor.

JORGE BETANCOURTH is 20.
ysars old and the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. August* Betancourth.
He attends the National College,
he does not speak English. He likes
baseball, ping-pong, and football;
and 53 lilies to play baseball at the
National College. He wants to
make this trip to exchange cultural
ideas and to know more about the
Ur.ited States. Jorge is from Guay• I
aqui!, Ecuador and has nevsr been I
to the United States. His hosts are
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Johnson.

EDUARDO LEOPOLDO JORDAN is 18 years old and is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ruperto Jordan.
His fathsr is an office worker and
his mother is a housewife. He 3ttends the National College, and he
does not speak English. He like to
play football and b•ssball. Eduardo has always wanted to knew
more about the United States and
to know about its language. He has
never been to the United Statss.
His hosts are Mr. and Mrs. J. -L.
Jones.

S—Tebdras hambre
E—You must be hungry
S—Si, podria corner algo
E—Yes, I could certainly eat
something
S—flay un buen restaurant en el
motel
E—There's a good restaurant at
the motel
S—Es una buena idea. Vamos
E—That's a good idea. Let's go
there
S—Camarero! Camarero!
E—Waiter!! Waiter!!
S—Digame senor
fl—Yes, sir?

INTERNATIONAL
BANANA FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 27 OCTOBER 1, 1966
HELP EAT THE

Take Advaniage Of Our
HOSPITALITY!

ift,,
r
1.41ce sritzE7,‘a,
}Ter TInv;11 lliçjhness Princr-,s Vicl:i Htird

\04//
••
The Directors and management
of the Hickman - Fulton Counties'
Rural Electric Co-Operative Corporation extend congratulations to the
Twin Cities and to all of the dedicated people who are working so hard
to make this Fourth International
Banana Festival the outstanding
success that we are sure it will be
Your success will be reflected in
growth and prosperity for this whole
area, and we are proud to be a part
of it

The quick reetnery electric water healer takes care of all of
these
hot water needs — and any others you have. It's the water
healer
ihat keeps hot water on tap for all home needs.
See your dealer today! It's past time
for a quick reemery
ie water heater!

COOLNESS
is for summer

Your home's prepared for any weather, any temperature, any time ... when
it has an electric heat pump. This is the one-unit, year round air conditioning system that "pumps" coolness into your home in summer, warmth in
winter.
The electric heat pump costs less to operate than separate heating and
cooling systems. It's more convenient than any other system. With one
setting of a thermostat, you get the temperature you want . .. you get
cleaned, dehumidified air — bummer, fall, winter, or
spring.
Prepare your home for any-season comfort. See us or
your electrical cultractor for full details about an electric heat pump installation.

It has been our pleasure to be a part of the business life of
the twin cities for many years. The friendships we have
made, the respect and admiration we hold for your will
to forge ahead, and the progress all of you have made
working together, makes us proud to share your
growth. Congratulations on the tremendous efforts undertaken to stage another giant
Banana Festival.

WELCOME TO THE FESTIVAL
WELCOME TO OUR PLANTS

.. when
rmili in

The illustration in this advertisement is part of the intensive national advertising program of the Henry I. Siegel Company. Appearing
in all the leading men's apparel magazines and periodicals in the
country, the H. I. S. label is becoming synonymous with distinctive
fashions everywhere.
— • —
Glenn Puckett. left, manager of the Henry 1. Siegel Fulton, Kentucky plant and P1-.:1 Matrone. manager of the South Fulton Tennessee plant examine a pair of the thousands of oants made in the two
plants annually. Brsth Gla-.n and Phil are dedicated Banana Festival
vi 3rkers.
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Our Amigos
**********9*****
EDUARDO
VAZ•
GERMAN
QUEZ is 20 years old and the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Manuel A. Vazquez. His father is a radio technician. He likes the study of Italian
and German. As an artist, he likes
to express himself and his ideas
through the canvas. Germ, also
likes essentially to show that Mit
art of painting has made real advances in Ecuador and to present
this art to the public at exhibitions.
He is from lbarra. His hosts are
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Batts.

Elena Aray de Rodriguez

Mrs. Florence Ballesteros
BALLESMRS. FLORENCE
TEROS is the Ecuadorean chairman of the Amigo program. Mrs.
B•Ilesteros is the wife of Dr. Gabo
Ballesteros, a very prominent
Ecurdorean physician and surgeon,
arid the mother of last year's Miss
Ecuador. The selection, sere ening
talent, arrangement, program for
ihe Amigo program of the fourth

ana •upeo •ision oi ivii • Bellesteros, who was a distinguished
guerts of the 1965 Festival. Her
hosts are Mr. and Mrs. Ual Killebrew.

ELENA ARAY DE RODRIGUEZ
is also a chaperone of the group
from Ecuador. She speaks English, and she has visited the United
States before. Her sr ecial talents
International Banana Festival has are dancing and choreography.
been under the careab'e direction She expresses an interest in par-

Welcome To The
Banana Festival!

A&P Is At Your
Service... Hight
In The Heart Of
Downtown!

The Store That
CARES
About You!

JORGE CEVALLES, age 17, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jorge
Cevallos. Jorge looks upon this trip
to the United States as an oppore
turity to study and learn the
American way of life and the cus•
toms of the United States. He aix•
Evangeline de Chauvin
• pects to enroll in an American uniticipating in some way as a cnore. versitsn. He is from Quito, Ecuador.
ographer and director of ballet; His
father is the manager of
dancing. Her hosts are Mr. and. Con
c• S A Quito, Ecuador. His
Mrs. Maxwell McDade.
hosts are Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Dunn.
EVANGELINA DE CHAUVIN /
comes as chaperone of the group!
, MAYIYI ELIZABETH
MORAN,
from Ecuador. She is a teacher,!
age 17, is the daughter 07 Mr. and
but she speaks no English. This is• Mrs.
Arturo Moran. Her father Is
her first trip to the United States.
a commercial manufacturer. She
She has many special interests, speaks a
little English, but has
but is primarily interested in ser•
isited in Ms United States.
vine a, a good group leader. Her
Her special interests are athletics
hosts are Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell in general,
an. her talents run to
McDade.
dancing, both native and international. She decided to make this
trip for the benefit of cultural so.
EFRAIN BORRERO, age 19, is
changes and to improve rid aeons
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Isuaro
betwe ni her country and that
Borrero. His father is a rancher and
United States. Her hosts are Mr.
farm owner. He likes to think of
and Mrs. J. R. Powell.
English as the most fundamental
language in use today. While in
HERMEL PATRICIO DURAN,
Fulton, he would like to take part age 17, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
in a folklore group. He says that Hormel Duran. His father is a re.
his desire for making this trip and tired international radio technician.
his reason for doing so lies in his He speaks English, but has never
belief that unquestionably the ur- Lefore had an opportunity to visit
banity of the individual is enlight- Mi. United St
Hormel is also
ened by visits to important places, fond of singing and dancing. On
historical sites, and strange cities. this visit to the United St
he
his hosts are Mr. and Mrs. Regin• hopes to get • better understand.
ald Williamson.
ing of this country and at the same
time show off Ecuadorean folk
PABLO MARCELO VALENCIA
songs and native dances. He is
is 21 years old and is the son of
from Quito, Ecuador. His hosts are
Mr. and Mn. Rafael Alberto Val.
Mr. and Mrs. Presley Campbell.
encia. His father is an economist
and the treasurer of the City of
Quito. He is a national dancer,
both Latin and American. He wants
to establish friendly relations with
the American people, to form ideas
and comprehend the economic
problems of the nations. Through
this trip, he hopes to test out his
theories on the economic problem
of Ecuador; for •xample, ideas
such as the Banana Festival,
which might ssrve a similar purpose in Ecuador. His hssts are Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Cardwell.

Efrain Sorra.°

'ARLO MARCELO VALENCIA

Jorge Cevalles

German Eduardo Vazquez

Maylye Elizabeth Moran

Herm*, Patrice* Duran

ROSA LUCIA VALDIVIESO, age
16, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J•vier Valdivieso. Her father is •
lawyer and has his Master's Degree in Agriculture. This is her first
visit to the United States, and she
knows very little Englsh. Her favorite sports are basketball and
swimming. She likes to dance and
is taking lessons on the accordion.
The purpose of her trip is to see
how the people of America live.
RODOLFO ENRIOUE PELAEZ, She would be charmed to develop
age 15, is ft's son of Me, and Mrs. friendships with American students
Horacio Pelmets. His father is • and to learn of their problems and
pilot with Aviateca. He has been lopes.
to New Orleans, L•., and he speaks
a little English. Rochelle, is inter•
ested in football, basketball, volley
ball and plays the accordi•n and
piano. He wants to do serious
travel in order to advance his
knowledge. He is from Guatemala.
His hosts are Ms. and Mrs. Flynn
Powell.
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We Invite You To Stop By For.
A Visit During Your Stay Here

WE WELCOME YOU
TO THE

ICE COLD BEER

INTERNATIONAL

By The-Case-Carton-Or Can. All
FESTIVAL

LI
QUORS
BEER IN

Your Favorite Brands
Complete Stocks!

WHISKEY
WINES
GINS
BEER
RUM
By The Bale Or Hy The Case

leltea vaa caste ta
the qattod
cues.le alai

K.P.'s LIQUOR STORE
MR'S 47241131

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

rIILT011, IT.
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Vazquoz

STOKES OIL CO.
AND

YOUR FRIENDLY PHILLIPS 66 DEALERS
Welcome You

TO THE 4th ANNUAL BANANA FESTIVAL
We are proud to be a pad of the twin city community, to share
with them their significant effors to bring about friendship and
understanding with our Latin-American friends with whom we
share a strong coincidence of interest.

••••••••••••••••••m•Dimposm•o••••••,••••••Posio••••••••••••••••••••••••

II

Watch For Opening Of Our Modem Phillips Station In South Fulton
LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
Paducah St. and Hwy. No. 45-E
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
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PURE MILK
COMPANY
*
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4
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Son, __,.
Suzisotte and h.aloi.
Dab
Illallkelas Patricia
on.
Ectuelos look
less
0'

vino"
peaces.
PAO"till
tosits

11
do
...AI

Cottage Cheese — Butler
Chocolate Milk — Orange Juice — Buttermilk

46, • .\

Have Fun With Us
Al The
Fourth
INTERNATIONAL BANANA
FESTIVAL
'OILED
cligitte

1"11"
"
SEPI6
Oelbe°
FULTON, KY. — SOUTH FULTON,TENN.

Be Our Guest!
PECK FOR
60Allc;
0:1,)P11,10,
:
84148,jkApAcEPivuA ubti
BA:

WHEN WE SERVE THE
WORLD'S LARGEST BANANA PUDDING
RIGHT AFTER THE PARADE
AT THE CABANA CITY

YOU'LL AGREE that Banana Pudding Made
With PURE MILK CO. Boiled Custard Suits
The Taste of Any Queen...or King!

This lathe Pure Milk Company float in the Festival
parade. We will have another float this year, with our
one-ton banana pudding, refrigerated and made to suit
your taste.

Pure Milk Company
FULTON, KY.

ENJOY FOUR BIG DAYS
OF FUN, EXCITEMENT,
Exhibits, Beauty Queens, Famous

DIAL 472-3311

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

PURE MILK WELCOME
TO ALL OF YOU FROM
ALL OF US.

ILUALITY CHECK'D"

ASK FOR PURE MILK PRODUCTS
While You're In The Twin Cities

American And Central American
Talent, FREE BANANAS.
"""

OI•

A Great Big

ICE CREAM

